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England performance set

Sampen to introduce new saxophone
One of mUSic's newest and most
sophisticated technological
advancements will be presented by a
University professor in the wor1d
premiere performance of the electronic
saxophone in England Jan. 16 and 19.
Dr. John Sampen, music, will perform
Morton Subotnick's "In Two Wor1ds: A
Concerto for Saxophone, Orchestra and
Computer" on the Yamaha WX.7 MIDI
wind controUer in Cambridge and London
with the Electric Orchestra. Both
performances are sponsored by the
Electro-Acoustic Association.
The WX.7 MIDI wind controller
combines Yamaha state-of-the-art
technology with the saxophone's
traditional fingering and mouthpiece.
When linked with the power of the MIDI
(Musical Instrument Digital Interface). the
WX.7 can "speak" directty to synthesizers
and tone generators to produce a "host
of modem musical feats." A wind sensor
inside the WX.7 detects variations in
breath control and controls the vibrato,
tone and articulation of the source
producing the sound.
Sampen, who has worked with the
instrument only since mid-December,
beieves this concerto is the first classical
composition to so use the WX.7.
Beca• ise of the rapid development of
modem technology electronic
instruments that were once expensive
are now affordable, said Sampen.
"These instruments are a real part of
our musical future. As a teacher, I need to
expose my students to the latest
developments. Ifs important that we, as
active musicians, stay in the forefront of
the new technology," said Sarnpen, who
has taught at the University for 11 years.
The tnKitional saxophone, which was
invented in 1839, is considered relatively
new compared to the trombone, clarinet
and flute, instruments which have been
evolving for centuries.
..As a result, there were fewer ma;or
composers who could have written
I

Terry Stelingworth of Toledo was

when her husband was transferred to a
job in Dayton. Then came motherhood,
more relocatioa-is and, later, a job in
Toledo.
Now Stelingworth is finishing her
colege degree in Bowing Green where
she's taking advantage of the
University's new portfo&o assessment
program that offers adult students an
opportunity to earn cre<it for life
experiences.
Students who seek crecit through
portfoio assessment are first screened
by Joan Bissland, director of adult
learner services and the evening credit
program. H quaified, students enrol in a
special section of Engish 207. an
interme<iate writir.g class. Class
members poish their writing skils by
compili ig a portfoio that docoo1ents
what they've lesned outside a

c:lasSI oom.
.,, deparirnental faculty agree that the
outcome of the students' experiences
are potentialy the same as those of
specffic CC'sses, then when the
portfo5o secfion is completed it can be
submitted to the department for re\iiew.
If the reviewin~ professor agrees ihe
outcomes are the same after reviewing

Rudolph-Libbe
donation creates
scholarships
Rudolph/Libbe Inc .• one of the largest
and most diversified construction
services farms in the Midwest, announced
last month that $50,000 has been given
to the University to endow three

scholarships.
Dr. Dwight Burtingame, vice president

John Sampen, music, practices on the electronic saxophone for his Jan. 16 and 19
performances where he will premiere the instrument in England. He said the concerto
is the first classical composition to use the Yamaha WX7 MIDI wind controler.

literature for it," said Sarnpen, a specialist
in contemporary saxophone music who Is
increasing this repertoire by encouraging
composers to write music for it.
In 1.984, Sampen and two other
saxophonists were awarded a National
Endowment Consortium Grant, consisting
of an $18,000 monetary award to be
used exclusively for commissioning
composers to write new music for the
saxophone.
As a result of the 1984 grant,
composers Morton Subotnick, Donald
Martino and Milton Babbitt, al world-class
musicians, were commissioned to write
new saxophone music. Sampen was
given the honor of premiering the piece
by Subotnick.

The 40-minute Subotnick concerto is
divided Into two parts, one for alto
saxophone and one for the WX.7. In
October Sampen performed Part II, the
portion for the alto saxophone, with the
Toledo Symphony Orchestra.
In adc:ition to the performances of the
entire Subotnick work in England, the
concerto is scheduled to be performed
March 11-12 in Albuquerque, N.M., with
the New Mexico Symphony Orchestra.
Besides his trip to England this month,
Sampan traveled to Europe twice in 1987
for recitals in Belgh.m. Holand and
Switzer1and, and for a concerto
performance in Biel, Switzerland, with
former Bowling Green faculty conductor
Gaegorz Nowak. -5usan McDonald

Portfolio assessment provides a new credit option
ori'f a year fNmf from completing her
degree at Michigan State University

January 11. 1988

the documentation, then the student
receives cre<it for that course."
FNe students were enroled in the
portfoio assessment Engish cowse last
semester. Dr. Thomas Wymer, Engish,
who taught the course, points out that ike
incividual experiences, students'
portfolios can be Qlite cifferent.

"Docunentation of experiences can
vary greatly. In businesS education. for
ilStal ace, a runber of highly specific
skils have to be mastered. In other
fields, these skils may be more
generalized than specific, .. Wymer
says. Completed portfoios, in addition
to detailed resumes, might contain job
descriptions, letters of verification and
actual work samples in some cases.
Judy Lord, the only fultime student in
the class, said the course has helped
her in composition. 'We've been taught
how to write and how to document,"
she added.
A senior biology rnaior from
Pemberville, Lord has had extensive
pubic speaking experience through the
Northwest Ohio Kidney Foundation and
the Red Cross.
Once students have successfuily
.:ompleted writing ~portfolios for
Eog••sh 207, they can submit sectionS
for credit review.

Students could receive as l'l'B1Y as 30
hows of cre<it toward their colege
degree, but completion of a portfoio
doesn't guarantee cre<it, Bissland
stresses. Credit is granted only after
departmental review. "Of course," she
adds, "the student does get credt for
taking Engish 207 ...
In adcition to fees for enroling in
Engish 207. portfolio assessment

costs $70 per course.
VI/hie the cost of portfo&o assessment
is higher than for credit-by-examination
options, Dr. Ramona Cormier. dean of
continuing education, says it's justified
because ')'Qu receive much more
attention, with service on the portfolio
and faculty review of whether it's worthy
of credit."
Stelingworth, an account executive
with a marketing and cornmooicationS
. firm in Toledo, is preparing sections of
her portfoio to submit to the
depattments of jolmalism, home
economics, speech commooication
and, possibly. sociology. She hopes
that she may be able to finish her
degree by the end of the soovner.
"The wOOd has set the standa..-d and
that standard .s a college degree. A
number of doors have been closed to
me. I want to take that oostac:e out of
the~ ••• Stellingworth says.

for University relations, said the gift will
create scholarships in each of three
undergraduate coUeges--the CoUege of
Technology, the College of Business
Administration and the College of Arts
and Sciences. Only the interest
generated from the principal of the
endowment wiD be awarded, enabling the
scholarships to be sett-perpetuating.
Burlingame said Rudolph/Libbe has
unusually strong ties with Bowling Green
that began more than 35 years ago "'hen
the firm's founders and principals,
Frederick W. Rudolph, his brother Philip
J. Rudolph and their cousin Allan J. Libbe
were students at Bowling Green.
"Since that time the ties between
Rudolph/Ubbe and the University have
been exceptionally close," Burtingame
said. "Not only have each of the
company's founders had children who
have been students at Bowling Green,
but Rudolph/Libbe also counts among its
key managers and employees a large
number of the University's alumni. In
addition, the company has been very
generous in making internships available
to Bowing Green students and a number
of its employees have taught courses and
seminars at the University.''
The first scholarship awarded through
the Rudolph/Ubbe gift wil be presented
to Wiliarn Glazener Jr. of Findlay, a senior
construction technology major in the
Colege of Technology. Glazener recentty
completed an internship in
Rudolph/Libbe's estimating deparbnent.
Since Fritz and Phil Rudolph and Alan
Libbe received their degrees from
Bowing Green in the 1950s, the firm
they estabished has grown to become
the 152nd largest construction
orga1aization in the coootry and the largest
localy owned construction company in
northwest Ohio. The firm has
participated, through competitive bidcing,
in a runber of new construction and
renovation projects on the campus.
Cmently it is serving as general
COiibactor for the $3.65 milion adcition
to the Business Admil listJ ation Building
and is performing msior renovation WOf1t
in several other campus buildings.
RudolphJLibbe also was responsible
for the construction of the Educational
Memorabiia Center on campus.
In addition to providing the ttvee new
scholarships at Bowing Green,
Rudolph/Libbe has been funding
scholarships for graduating seniors from
some 30 high schools in Lucas and Wood

counties.

Election set
Nearly 300 ~time and permanent
part-time staff in the custodial, food
service and telephone operator areas
wil vote on Tlusday, Feb. 4 to
detemme whether they want third party
representation by the Cormu1ication
Workers of America in collective
bargaining activities.
Votir.g 'ri be from noon until 5; 15
p.m. in the lobby of Anderson Ater.a in
Memor'.al Hail.
Ail workef's in those areas are urged
to vote in the e6ection.

New catalog makes
Finding a book in the University libraries
is now easier than ever. In fact. you don't
even have to leave the comfort of your
home or office as long as you ha'1e a
compatable computer arid phone.
Students faculty and anyone else ca11
now dial directly to the University
libraries· online catalog from their home or
office computer. In addition to
deter!'!'lining what the ltbrary·s holdings
are. this system also gives status
information regarding which items are
checked out or on reserve and the
material's due date.
Necessary hardware includes a
microcomputer or terminal which can
emulate a standard terminal such as a
VT-100 and a modem capable of
operating at a transmittal rate of 300 or
1200 baud.
"Essentially what this system does is
allows you to search via a terminal instead
of the card catalog at the library.·· said
Chris Miko. head of the Science Library.
Determining a book's location can be
done more quickly with the computer.
Library users can avoid looking through
the card catalog, going to the shelves to
search for the material and then going to
th~ circulation desk to inquire where it is if
it not on the shelf.
Miko said the online catalog has been
operating since the summer of 1986 but
remote access was available to a limited
number of users. After an upgrade in
computer hardware last August. it was
decided to open the catalog to a wider
audience. "We've had an automated
search system for a number of years."
Miko said. "This is a part of that larger
system."
The computer itseH is housed in
Jerome Library, but the online catalog
includes collections from throughout the
ribrary system. Miko said the system is
available for use 24 hours a day.
"There are a lot of computers on
campus that can be easily modified to our
system," Miko said. "It is a convenient
system to have access to because it can
find just about any circulating or
reference book, in Jerome and the
Science Library."
Library users can search for materials
not only by title, author or sugject, but
also by call number.
The system also is easy to use. There
are help screens that instruct the user
how to proceed, but if a user is confused
he or she can call the reference desk at
Jerome l..Jl>rary at 372-2361 for help.
"Once you are on the system. ii
practically works itself." Miko said.

Trustees vote
locating books easy to reduce
personnel budget

Chris Miko, head of the Science Ubrary, uses one of the computers located in the
library to locate material.

----------------------------------How to use the Library's system
The University's new online library
catalog is easy to use. To use the
system with the proper equipment.
follow the instructions below. If you
have any questions or experience
problems with hardware types or the
sign-on or sign-off procedures. please
call the Library Systems Office at
372-8664. If you have any questions
while searching the online catalog,
please call the reference desk at
Jerome Library at 372-2361.
To get started, the telephone number
for a300 baud modem is 372-9871
and for a 1200 baud modem.
372-87 49.
Terminal settings should be adjusted
to: baud rate--300 or 1200:
parity--even: data bits--seven: and stop
bits--one.
The sign-on procedure is outlined
below. Please be certain that the upper
case is locked on the terminal while
interacting withthe onfine catalog.

CTRL and SHIFT keys together type
"2" or while while holding down the
CTRL key type 2. (Break sequences will
vary with machine and software.)
2. At PW prompt, type TEA and hit
return.
3. At ID prompt, type AUS and hit
return.
4. Accept terminal type by typing "N"
and hilling return at the "Y" for yes and
"N" for no prompt.
5. Edit terminal type by typing ...,...
and hilting return at the "Y" for yes, "N"
for no prompt. Next enterthe
apprropriate code for your devise.
6. Al PAC SESSION CONTROL
SCREEN hit return and begin searching
the rlbrary's online catalog.
7. To sign-off, hit "Q" and return
several times until you see the "Please
Enter Your Password" prompt. Al the
prompt, type LOGO FF and hit return.
"Good bye" indicates that you have
exited the online catalog.

L-~BRE~:Wh~holdingdo~~-------------------~
In addition to searching for a particular
book. the onfine catalog is useful for
compiling reacflllg lists by allowing faculty
an easier way to update their lists and

prepare a syllabus. It can also be used as
a lime saving device for faculty and staff
in selecting books for the library's
coDection development.

CSC holds back on work until after election occurs
The agenda was short at Classified Staff
Council·s December meeting as many
projects continue to be on hold unbl after
an upcoming election to be conducted by
the State Employee Relations Board.
The election, to be held Feb. 4. will
determine whether the University's
custocfial, food service and telephone
operator employees want to be
represented by the Communications
Workers of America. Bob Kreienkamp,
CSC chair, said nearly 300 employees will
be involved in the election.
"If the election determines that these
employees want union representation,
CSC will have to look into adjusting its
bylaws dealing with representatives from
those affected areas. and how to handle
special events and scholarships."
Kreienkamp said.
Since the election is a sensitive issue,
Kreienkarnp said the council must be
careful about what issues it discUSseS so ii
is not accused of unfair labor practices. He
said he recently met with a consultant who
offered suggestions on how to handle
issues until after the election.
CSC was told it cannot publicly
endorse, state a position or take an official
position concerning the union elections
and representatives who answer or state
any opinions should qualify the statements
that their answers are not endorsed by

csc.
In addition. the consultant said council
members who ar~ supervisors should not
say anything to classified staff who are in
the bargaining units about the union or the
election or anything that might happen if

the union is voted in.
Kreienkamp said the consultant also told
him that a bargaining unit contract will
supercede any civil service rights that an
employee might have with the only
exception being in matters that are not
directly covered in the bargaining
agreement. Also. such benefits as sick
leave. vacation accrued. holidays. as well
as actual wages that are put into the
contract can be lowered below state
minimums if agreed to in the contract.
In other business:
--The Professional Development
Committee was disbanded due to lack of
employee participation in the various
programs that were sponsored last year.
-Linda Canterbury, athletics, was
?;>pointed to the Parking Appeals
Committee, and Dave Tracy, plant

operations and maintenance. was
appointed to the Insurance Appeals
Committee.
- The council expressed its appreciation
to Imogene Krift. duplicating. and Sam
Ramirez. employee relations adviser, for
playing Mrs. Claus and Santa at the Dec.
12 CSC Christmas Event. Approximately
140 children visited with the couple and
received small toys and candy.
--Joyce Hyslop, special events chair,
reported that the Feb. 6 BGSU!Eastem
Michigan basketball game has been
designated as Classified Staff Appreciation
Night. Discount tickets will be available at
the ticket office to be purchased before the
night of the game.
-·A fund-raising auction held by CSC in
December raised $86.

Learn how to succeed in business
The Office of Continuing Education will
resume its &nan Business Success series
this month. Two noncredit couses in the
series are scheduled to be offered.
"Mail Order Moonlighting" on Saturday
(Jan. 16) will explore how to start a
successful mail order business. Topics will
include researching items to sell, mail order
laws, postal regulations, classified and
display advertising, simple record keeping,
mailing lists and taxes.
The seminar will meet from 9 a.m. -3 p.m.
in the Taft Room of the University Union.
The fee to register is $48. An additional $6
fee will be collected at the seminar for a

workbook.
"Promoting A Business," which will meet
from 6:30-9:30 p.m. Jan. 21in1103
Offenhauer, will focus on developing public
relations and advertising campaigns to
promote small businesses. In addition to
the $36 registration fee. there is a $5 fee
for a workbook.
Both courses will be taught by business
consultant Russell Panas.
For more information or to register for a
class, contact the Office of Continuing
Education at 372-8181. Classes are
offered contingent upon sufficient
enroDment.

Personnel budget recommendations for
1988·89 which represent a reduction of
about 1 .4 percent 011er the current year
·11ere approved by the Board ol Trustees at
its Dec. 18 meeting.
In recommending the personnel budge!
reductions for approval. Trustee Richard
New:o.,e of Bowling Green noted that
cutting the personnel base .. ,s not a happy
occurrence" but is necessary for
budgetary reasons. Williarn Spengler.
board chair. noted that next year's budget
will be ··a difficult one." adding that he was
assured the budget reductions will have
··no long term negative impact on the
University ...
The trustees· action calls for $975.000
to be trimmed from personnel costs with
most of the savings resulting by not filling
vacant staff positions. There will be no
layoffs resulting from the personnel budget
reduction.
Approximately 25 positions throughout
the University will go unfilled next year as a
result of the Board's action. The area most
affected is operations which faces a 2.55
percent decrease in its personnel base.
The vote to reduce the personnel budget
was 6-1 with Trustee Virginia Platt
dissenting because she said she needed
"to have more time for mature
consideration" of the proposal. She said
board members had not had enough time to
review the information regarding the
reductions before voting.
In other business the trustees approved
a proposal to offer the doctor of philosophy
degree in photochemical sciences at the
University. As proposed, this program
would be the only one of its kind in the
United States, according to Douglas
Neckers, chemistry.
The program will build upon exis!ing
resources, including the Center for
Photochemical Sciences md the core of
photochemical scientists on the faculty,
including Ohio Eminent Scholar Dr. Michael
A.J. Rodgers. Graduates of the program
will be prepared for both academic and
industrial positions. The proposal now
awaits approval of the Ohio Board of
Regents.
Also approved at the meeting was a
prcposal to offer the associate of technical
study degree program at Firelands College.
The degree wiD be housed in the appl'led
sciences department at Firelands and will
prepare students for specialized technical
occupations. The program is a two-year
curriculum. Implementation will require
approval of the Board of Regents.
In other business, the trustees heard a
report from William H. Ficken Jr., president
of the Alumni Association Board of
Trustees, on the activities of the Alumni
Association and alumni involvement with
the University.
Faculty Senate Chair Ralph Wolfe.
English, announced special ceremonies on
Feb. 16 to mark the 25th anniversary of
the first Faculty Senate. All past senate
chairs and secretaries will be honored.
The next regular meeting of the Board of
Trustees is scheduled at 10 a.m. Feb. 19
at WBGU-TV studios.

New staff added
Employees recently joining the
administrative staff at the University are
Michelle Boecker, polygraph technician,
psychology, and Nancy Williams, nursing
adviser, part-time, College of Health and
Human Services.

Need a speaker?
The latest edition of the Firelands
College "Speakers Bureau" brochure is
now available free of charge to area clubs
and organizations.
The new publication lists 33 campus
experts on 143 topics ranging from robotic
and computers to American foreign policy
in Central America. It is being distributed to
area libraries and chambers of commerce.
Copies may be obtained and
arrangements for individual speakers may
be made by contacting the Office of Public
Relations at Firelands at 433-5560.

Faculty___N_o_t_e_s_ __
Faculty/Staff
Presentations
The followWlg members of psychology
participated in the amual meeting of the
American Psychological Association, New York.
August: Eugene Stone, ShalOn K.
Eggleston-Lowell and David Sacks, Virginia
Tech. presented "Effects of Feedback Agent
Gender on Reactions to Performance
Feedback;"Dale Klopfer presented ..Is
Determining the Relationships Between
&.faces of Objects Routine?;" Catherine HStein presented .. Psychometric Issues in the
Assessment of Social Networks;"' car11a s.
Smith and John Tlsak presented 'Work Role
Perceptions in Organizational Role Stress
Theory;" Eric P. Dubow and Douglas G. Ullman
presented .. Development of Support Scales for
Children;" William K. Balzer chaired a
symposium on ··A university·based
employee-assistance program (EAPJ:
Opportunities for progranvnatic development
and evaluation ... and presented .. Mental health
and work outcomes;" Donald Kausch
presented ..Implementing an EAP through a
University training Center: Kenneth 'Pargarnent presented "Needs assessment as a
tool in the design of EAPs;" John C. CeYanaugh
co-chai'ed the symposUTI "Cognitive and
memoty self-efficacy in adults. and presented
''t;hair, NetwOfks Committee;" C.J. Cranny
and Michael E.. Doherty presented "'Analyses of
importal ice ratings in job analysis;'' Robert M..
Guion served as chair of the board meeting of
the Journal of Applied Psychology; Eugene
Stone coordinated the wlll'kshop ..Content
Validity;"

Ernest A.. Champion, ethnic studies. has
been invited to present a paper on James
Baldwin at a special plenary session during the
annual meeting of the National Association of
Ethnic Studies to be held March 2-5. Hartford.

Conn.
Adelia M.. Peters, educational foundations and
inquiry. presented "Early Childhood Education in
China·s One Chid Society' at the 11th Annual
Early Childhood Conference at Bowling Green
State University. Oct. 1 O
James D. Stuart, philosophy. presented
"Deterrence. Desert and Drunk Driving," at the
National Conference on Punishment for Criminal
Offenses. University of Michigan. Ann Arbor.
Micto., Nov. 9.
Dean Purdy, student affairs research &
evalua!Jon and Mary E.. Edmonds., student
affairs. presented "Prejudice and the Entering
College Freshman: How Strong Is It?" and "\'Vhat
Is Corpcrate Crime: Problems of Definition and
Measurement" at the Society for the Study of
Social Problems. Chicago. 1:1 .. August 14-16.
Karen Gould, romance languages. presented
"The Writer and the Whore or the T erritcry of
Feminine Inscription: France Theoret's
'Necessairement putain'" at the Association for
Canadian Studies in the United States. Montreal.
Oct. 7-10.
James H. Albert, mathematics and statistics,
presented ..An Introduction to Generalised
linear Models°' How I spent My Sabbatical
Year.. at the Northwest Ohio Chapter of the
American Statistical Association. Bowling Green.
Dec. 1.

Edward E.. Morgan, Jr~ gerontology.
presented ..Senior Center Funding" at the
Greater Toledo Area Coalition on Aging"on Nov.

30.
Mohammad B. Dadfar, computer science.
presented .. Analysis ol the ruwer Series
Solution of the Forced van der Pol Oscillator"
SIAM 35th Anniversary Meeting. Denver,
Colorado. Oct. 12-15.
Laura LeYenthal, computer sciences.
presented - Abstraction and Specifoty: The
Roles cf Program Types and Discourse Rules in
Two Aspects of Expert Programming Benavior''
at Washington. D.C .. Dec. 7-8.
Kim A. Smith, radio-teleVISion·film. presented
"Effects of Newspaper Coverage on Commun:ty
and Neighborhood Issue Concerns" at the
Association for Education in Journalism and
Mass Communication Convention. San Antonio.
Texas,Aug.1-5.
Leonanl Peacefull, geography at Firelands.
presented "The Urban Development of the
Vill2ge of Hartville and Surrounding Lake
Township, 1951 ·1983" at the 96th annual
meeting of the Ohio Academy of Science
meeting held at Malone College. Canton.

Stuart Kelley, psychology, presented "Let's
Give Instructional Development Workshops A
Chance to Work" at the Lily Conference on
Teaching. Miami University. Oxford. Nov. 14.
Lawrence Friedman, history, presented "The
Menningets of Topeka" (on the psychodynarnics
of the early MeraW!ger famjy). at the American
Studies Center. University of Florida.
Gainesville. Fla.• Oct. 2 2· 23.

E.. Ruth Schneldef, library and educational
media. presented ..Current Issues and Trends in
School l..ibrarianship" at Alen County Teachers'
Professional Day, t..ma. Oct. 6.
Joe Williford, home economics, presented
"The Effects of Zinc Supplementation on Cel
Mediated Immunity and Copper Status of an
Elderty Population" at the 4Dth Annual Meeting
of the Gerontological Society of America.
Was!Wlgton. O.C., Nov. 19.

Robert Selig, history. presented "Johann
Heinrich Ctvistian von Stuempel. The Board of
Trade and the German Settlers of Hard Labor
Creek. South carolina (17641'' at the caroina
Symposium on British Studies. Raleigh. N.C ..

Oct. 24·25.
y_ Frederick Rickey, mathematics and
statistics, presented "A Clever Idea of Euler's fOf'
Max-Mr! Problems.. at the Fal meeting of the
Ohio Section of the Mathematical Association of
America, at the College of Wooster. Oct. 30-31 .

Cliff long, mathematics and statistics.
presented .. How to Draw a Banana with Twisted
Cubics" at the Fal meeting of the Ohio Section
of the Mathematical Association of America. at
the Colege of Wooster, Oct. 30-31.

W. Charles Holland, mathematics and
statistics. presented ·"The Aritlvnetic of Musical
Scales" at the FaD meeting of the Ohio Section
of the Mathematical Association of America. at
theColegeofWooster, Oct. 30-31.
Thomas Hem, mathematics and statistics.
presented "Generating Nice Matrices" at the Fal
meeting of the Ohio Section of the Mathematical
Association of America. at the Colege of
Wooster. Oct. 30-31.
Comella Uwely, special education, presented
"Moving and Feeding Students Wrth Severe
Motor Impairments.. at the Fifth Annual Low
Incidence Conference of the Northwest Ohio
Special Education Regional Resource Center. at
the Medical College of Ohio. Toledo. Oct. 9;
also, presented "Measuring Levels of Tolerance
to Community-Based Instruction: A Look at
Parameters of Training From a Potential
Comrm.nity Training Site Staff Perspective" at
the 14th Annual Conference of the Association
for Persons with Severe Handicaps, Chicago.
JU .. Oct. 29.
Gerald Saddlemire, college student
personnel. presented "Graduate Education and
Career Mobihty .. at the Association of College
Unions-International Regional Meeting. Wayne
State UmverS1ty. Detr0tt, Mich .. Oct. 1 0. also.
presented "Careers in Higher Education" at the
National Association for campus Activities Great
La<.es Regional Meeting. Grand Rapids, Mich ..
Nov. 1-3.
Eldon E.. Snyder and Mary Jo Kane,
presented "Photo Elicita!Jon Responses to
Female Athletes: Basketball Players and
Gymnasts" at the North American Society for the
Sociology of Sport, 1987.
Pamela C. Allison, health, physical education
and recreation, collaborated with Janet
Frederick. liberty Center Elementary School
physical education specialiSt and BGSU master
graduate. presented a staff development
workshop entitled .. Educational Gymnastics:
Teaching and Observing For Quality Movement"
for the Virgin:a Beach Public Schools. Virginia
Beach. Va., Nov. 10.
Brenda McCall um, poptJar culture lib<ary.
;., a panel or. "Popula• Culture
Liorary and Sound Recording Arellives at
Bowling Green·· at the annual meeting of the
Popular Culture Association in the South.
LouiSville. Ken. Oct. 1-3: also. presented
.. Collecting. Documenting. and Preserving
Contemporary Culture" at tile Midwest Archives
Conference Fan meeting in Cclumbia. MISSOuri.
Oct 15·17.
~rpated

Conrad Prilsch er, educational founeabonS
and inquiry. presented "A Teacher's
Contribution to Racism and the Development of
Dull Obe<fient Sheep.·· at the Journal of
CurTiculum Theorizing Conference. Dayton. Oct.
29-30.
Sangjin Yoo, accounting and management
information systems. presenteo "A Strategy for
Low Market-Share Holders ... at the Pan-Pacific
Conference IV: A Business. Economic and
Technological Exchange. Taipei. Tarwan. May
17-20.

Barbara A. Bauer, college student personnel
adiJt learner focus. presented "The Challenge of
the AdiJt leamet' to Student Services" at the
1987 Fal Conference of the Ohio Association of
Student Personnel Administrators. Deer Creek
State Park. Nov. 5.
Benjamin N. Muego, poitical science at
Fl'elands, ch<Wed a panel on the Philippines and
presented "Dissension and Factionafism Within
the Armed Forces of the Philippines.. at the 39th
Amual Meeting of the Association for Asian
Studies in Boston. Mass .• Apr. 12; also.
presented "The Philippilies in Transition .. in a
symposit.m on "Changing Asia" at the Unillersity
of Western Michigan. Kalamazoo. Mich .. Apr. 8;
also presented ·'The Military's Wrthdrawal from
Power and DemocratiZalion: the Case of the
Philippines" at the Biennial Inter-University
Seminar on Armed Forces and Society,
Chicago, II., Oct. 9; also presented ..Corazon C.
Aquino: A Passive-Negative President?" al the
Fifty-Ninth Annual Meeting of the Southern
Political Science Association, Charlotte, N.C ..
Nov.5.
Arjun K.. Gupta, mathematics and statistics,
presented "Asymptotic Expansion of the Nonnull
Distribution of Likelihood Ratio Statistic for
Testing Multisample Sphericity.. at the 46th
5ession of the International Statistical Institute.
Tokyo. Japan, Sept. 8-16.
Ray Browne, popular culture. presented "The
Hero and the Humanities" at three different
campuses in Delaware, Nov. 11 -12.
Kay Moore, music. presented a master class
to 25 students of teachers in the Western
Reserve Piano Guild at Fa'e!ands. Nov. 21.
Y-irginia Maries, performance studies.
presented a recital at the W~dwood Preserve.
Toledo. Nov. 8.
The Bowling Green Brass Quintet, with
members: Edwin Betts and George Novak,
trumpet: David Rogers, horn; Paul Hunt,
trombone; and Ivan Hammone, tuba. all of
performance studies. presented eight concerts
in North Carolina. Nov. 1-7 _
The Bowling Green String Quartet. with
members: Paul Makara and Vasile Beluska,
violins; Pamela Ryan, viola; and Alan Smith.
celo. all of performance studies. performed in
the inaugural concert for !he Oak Harbor Ohio
Arts Council. Nov. 17.

Becky Pissanos, health. physical education
and recreation. presented ·'The Physical
Education Specialist in the Bementary School
World" al the Ohio National Physical Education
Conference. K-8 at the Rickenbacker Afr
National Guard Base. Columbus. Oct. 9.

Eric Jones and Thomas Southern, special
education, presented ··chronological Age at
School Entrance and the Prevention of Learning
O:sabilities: Policy Making and the
MISlflterpretabon of Research"' at the
International Confer""'Ce er. Learning Disabilities
in San Diego. catif .. Oct 17.
Conrad Pritscher, educational foundations
and inquiry, presented ··Reflections on
Reflecting.. at the Ohio VaDey Philosophy of
Education Society Conference in Lexington.
Kentucky on Oct. 16-17: also. presented
"Racial Justice. What tS an Educator's
Responsibi:ity·· at a conference for teacherS and
guidanCe counselors. sponsored tly the College
of Education and Allied Professions. Bowling
Green. Oct 23-24.

Dawn Glanz, schOol of art. presented
"Encoding ~e Frontier: Ideology into Imagery"
at Amon Carter Museum. Fort Worth. Texas.
Oct 17.
Mercedes Junquera, rcrna!'lce languages
presented ... La estetca r'IO\el:s~ca de E
Galvarriato" at the Annual Convenhon of AATS?.
Los Angeles. Calif .. August 12-16.

Adella M. PetefS, educational foundations and
inquiry. presented "Deep Ecology and the Views
of Maty Hunter Austin" at the Nor1h American
Association for Envirorvnental Education
Conference in Quebec City. Quebec, Oct. 16.

GA Hcwton, industrial education and
technology. presented "Barriers to
Performance.'' Conference of National
Association of Industrial Technology. Nashville.
Tenn .. Oct. 22.
Charlotte Scherer, educational curriculum
and instruction, presented "What Are CoUeges
of Education Doing About Teacher Training?' at
the National Educational Computing
Conference, Philidelphia, Pa.. June 24-26.
Michael M. Pearson and Glenn T. Stoops,
both in marketing. presented "Retail Saturation
Model for the Microcomputer," at the 1 987
American Ma;keting Association
Microcomputers in Marketing Workshop,
Unillersity of Hawaii at Manoa, Oct. 10-13. This
presentation was also published in ProceedingS
of the 1987 AMA Microcomputers in Marlceting
Worlcshop.

Roger v_Bennett, dean of the Colege of
Education and Alied Professions. co-presented
"Overcoming Resistance to Change ... at the
Association of Teacher Educators National
Summer Conference. Buffalo. N.Y .. August. He
has been appointed to the National Journal
Convnittee for the Association of Teacher
Educators and has been reappointed to the
National Advisory Board for the Academy for
Teacher Education of the Association of Teacher
Educators and was appointed to the National
Committee on the Preparation of Elementary
School Teachers for the American Association of
Colleges for Teacher Education. In ad<frtion. he
presented "The One Best Approach to Teacher
Education" at the state conference of the Ohio
Confederation of Teacher Education
Organizations at Miami University. Oxford. Oct.
15. He is also completing his final year of a three
year term as a member of the National Execu!Jve
Counc~ of the Association of Supervision and
Curriculum Development.
Gerald Saddlemire, Camey Strange and
Michael Coomes, college student personnel.
presented a panel discussion entitled "New
Professi<mals Weaving a Future in Student
Affairs .. at the Ohio College Persomel
Association Meeting. Toledo. Oct 30.
The following faculty and statt have
represented the department at the American
Spee.:h-Lllllguage-Hearing Association in New
Orleans. Nov. 13-16: Elizabeth Burroughs,
presented "Speech Signs of
Amylo1dosis. "Roger Colcord, presented
"Adolescent Stutterers' and Nonstutterers'
Fluent Speech: Perceptual Comparisons ...
Herbert Greenberg and Diana Simmons,
presented "Loudness Discomfon Level
Prediction Us:ng the Acoustic Reflex ... Richard
McGuire and Michael Rastatter, presented
"Naming Reaction rmes ol Stutterers to
Tachistoscopically Presented Pictures ... Linda
Petn:>sino, presented "Lingual Vibrotactile
Sensation and Susceptibilrty to Delayed Auditory
Feedback." Gail Scukanec and Michael
Rastatter, presented '"Reaction
of
Bilingual Speakers to Tachistoscopically
Presented Lexicons:· Larry Small and Kewin
Squibb, presented "Stressed Vowel Perception
in Weird Recognition ... Michael Rastatter,
presented "VISUal Coding Dominance in
Stuttering: Evidence from Central
Tachistoscopic Stimulation. "Chaired Sessions:
Roger Colcon1. technical sessions on "Speech
Motor Timing by Stutters. ·Marilynn Wentland,
.ncteopresentation on "Mu!heultural Events ...
Marilynn Wentland. miniseminar on .. Electronic
Peer Support and Data-Based Supervision."

rimes

Mercedes Junquera, roma."lce lar.guages.
presented ... La Contnbucion de Espana en la
lnd;!pendencia de los Estaeos Ur.Klos" Feb. 1.
"Espana en los Estado.Js Unidos" Feb 14 and
"Literatura espanola en el Sudoeste Americano"
Feb 27 ;;t tt-.e Academ;c Association for the
Q.;.-ncentenary 1492-1992. Madnd, Spain
At '1'le 58th Annual American Business Law
Association meeting held in Phitidel;>hia. Pa.. the
tcr.owtng facult; of the legal studies depar1ment
presented papers Aug. 19-22: Bartley ABrennan, .. Reformulatoen of the Business
Judgment R:;Je in Control Situation;" Donald
Boren;·Does the Eleventll Amendment Prohibit
States fr cm Being Sued in Federal Court Under
Feder<'I OL-eshcr.s Jt;rtSCICtlO."l?;" and Nancy
Kubaset;·1r.o.....Cual1Sm and its lncompatit>i!ity
\\1th Piar.t C:osmg LegiSlation ...

New catalog makes
Finding a book in the University libraries
is now easier than ever. In fact. you don't
even have to leave the comfort of your
home or office as long as you ha'1e a
compatable computer arid phone.
Students faculty and anyone else ca11
now dial directly to the University
libraries· online catalog from their home or
office computer. In addition to
deter!'!'lining what the ltbrary·s holdings
are. this system also gives status
information regarding which items are
checked out or on reserve and the
material's due date.
Necessary hardware includes a
microcomputer or terminal which can
emulate a standard terminal such as a
VT-100 and a modem capable of
operating at a transmittal rate of 300 or
1200 baud.
"Essentially what this system does is
allows you to search via a terminal instead
of the card catalog at the library.·· said
Chris Miko. head of the Science Library.
Determining a book's location can be
done more quickly with the computer.
Library users can avoid looking through
the card catalog, going to the shelves to
search for the material and then going to
th~ circulation desk to inquire where it is if
it not on the shelf.
Miko said the online catalog has been
operating since the summer of 1986 but
remote access was available to a limited
number of users. After an upgrade in
computer hardware last August. it was
decided to open the catalog to a wider
audience. "We've had an automated
search system for a number of years."
Miko said. "This is a part of that larger
system."
The computer itseH is housed in
Jerome Library, but the online catalog
includes collections from throughout the
ribrary system. Miko said the system is
available for use 24 hours a day.
"There are a lot of computers on
campus that can be easily modified to our
system," Miko said. "It is a convenient
system to have access to because it can
find just about any circulating or
reference book, in Jerome and the
Science Library."
Library users can search for materials
not only by title, author or sugject, but
also by call number.
The system also is easy to use. There
are help screens that instruct the user
how to proceed, but if a user is confused
he or she can call the reference desk at
Jerome l..Jl>rary at 372-2361 for help.
"Once you are on the system. ii
practically works itself." Miko said.

Trustees vote
locating books easy to reduce
personnel budget

Chris Miko, head of the Science Ubrary, uses one of the computers located in the
library to locate material.

----------------------------------How to use the Library's system
The University's new online library
catalog is easy to use. To use the
system with the proper equipment.
follow the instructions below. If you
have any questions or experience
problems with hardware types or the
sign-on or sign-off procedures. please
call the Library Systems Office at
372-8664. If you have any questions
while searching the online catalog,
please call the reference desk at
Jerome Library at 372-2361.
To get started, the telephone number
for a300 baud modem is 372-9871
and for a 1200 baud modem.
372-87 49.
Terminal settings should be adjusted
to: baud rate--300 or 1200:
parity--even: data bits--seven: and stop
bits--one.
The sign-on procedure is outlined
below. Please be certain that the upper
case is locked on the terminal while
interacting withthe onfine catalog.

CTRL and SHIFT keys together type
"2" or while while holding down the
CTRL key type 2. (Break sequences will
vary with machine and software.)
2. At PW prompt, type TEA and hit
return.
3. At ID prompt, type AUS and hit
return.
4. Accept terminal type by typing "N"
and hilling return at the "Y" for yes and
"N" for no prompt.
5. Edit terminal type by typing ...,...
and hilting return at the "Y" for yes, "N"
for no prompt. Next enterthe
apprropriate code for your devise.
6. Al PAC SESSION CONTROL
SCREEN hit return and begin searching
the rlbrary's online catalog.
7. To sign-off, hit "Q" and return
several times until you see the "Please
Enter Your Password" prompt. Al the
prompt, type LOGO FF and hit return.
"Good bye" indicates that you have
exited the online catalog.

L-~BRE~:Wh~holdingdo~~-------------------~
In addition to searching for a particular
book. the onfine catalog is useful for
compiling reacflllg lists by allowing faculty
an easier way to update their lists and

prepare a syllabus. It can also be used as
a lime saving device for faculty and staff
in selecting books for the library's
coDection development.

CSC holds back on work until after election occurs
The agenda was short at Classified Staff
Council·s December meeting as many
projects continue to be on hold unbl after
an upcoming election to be conducted by
the State Employee Relations Board.
The election, to be held Feb. 4. will
determine whether the University's
custocfial, food service and telephone
operator employees want to be
represented by the Communications
Workers of America. Bob Kreienkamp,
CSC chair, said nearly 300 employees will
be involved in the election.
"If the election determines that these
employees want union representation,
CSC will have to look into adjusting its
bylaws dealing with representatives from
those affected areas. and how to handle
special events and scholarships."
Kreienkamp said.
Since the election is a sensitive issue,
Kreienkarnp said the council must be
careful about what issues it discUSseS so ii
is not accused of unfair labor practices. He
said he recently met with a consultant who
offered suggestions on how to handle
issues until after the election.
CSC was told it cannot publicly
endorse, state a position or take an official
position concerning the union elections
and representatives who answer or state
any opinions should qualify the statements
that their answers are not endorsed by

csc.
In addition. the consultant said council
members who ar~ supervisors should not
say anything to classified staff who are in
the bargaining units about the union or the
election or anything that might happen if

the union is voted in.
Kreienkamp said the consultant also told
him that a bargaining unit contract will
supercede any civil service rights that an
employee might have with the only
exception being in matters that are not
directly covered in the bargaining
agreement. Also. such benefits as sick
leave. vacation accrued. holidays. as well
as actual wages that are put into the
contract can be lowered below state
minimums if agreed to in the contract.
In other business:
--The Professional Development
Committee was disbanded due to lack of
employee participation in the various
programs that were sponsored last year.
-Linda Canterbury, athletics, was
?;>pointed to the Parking Appeals
Committee, and Dave Tracy, plant

operations and maintenance. was
appointed to the Insurance Appeals
Committee.
- The council expressed its appreciation
to Imogene Krift. duplicating. and Sam
Ramirez. employee relations adviser, for
playing Mrs. Claus and Santa at the Dec.
12 CSC Christmas Event. Approximately
140 children visited with the couple and
received small toys and candy.
--Joyce Hyslop, special events chair,
reported that the Feb. 6 BGSU!Eastem
Michigan basketball game has been
designated as Classified Staff Appreciation
Night. Discount tickets will be available at
the ticket office to be purchased before the
night of the game.
-·A fund-raising auction held by CSC in
December raised $86.

Learn how to succeed in business
The Office of Continuing Education will
resume its &nan Business Success series
this month. Two noncredit couses in the
series are scheduled to be offered.
"Mail Order Moonlighting" on Saturday
(Jan. 16) will explore how to start a
successful mail order business. Topics will
include researching items to sell, mail order
laws, postal regulations, classified and
display advertising, simple record keeping,
mailing lists and taxes.
The seminar will meet from 9 a.m. -3 p.m.
in the Taft Room of the University Union.
The fee to register is $48. An additional $6
fee will be collected at the seminar for a

workbook.
"Promoting A Business," which will meet
from 6:30-9:30 p.m. Jan. 21in1103
Offenhauer, will focus on developing public
relations and advertising campaigns to
promote small businesses. In addition to
the $36 registration fee. there is a $5 fee
for a workbook.
Both courses will be taught by business
consultant Russell Panas.
For more information or to register for a
class, contact the Office of Continuing
Education at 372-8181. Classes are
offered contingent upon sufficient
enroDment.

Personnel budget recommendations for
1988·89 which represent a reduction of
about 1 .4 percent 011er the current year
·11ere approved by the Board ol Trustees at
its Dec. 18 meeting.
In recommending the personnel budge!
reductions for approval. Trustee Richard
New:o.,e of Bowling Green noted that
cutting the personnel base .. ,s not a happy
occurrence" but is necessary for
budgetary reasons. Williarn Spengler.
board chair. noted that next year's budget
will be ··a difficult one." adding that he was
assured the budget reductions will have
··no long term negative impact on the
University ...
The trustees· action calls for $975.000
to be trimmed from personnel costs with
most of the savings resulting by not filling
vacant staff positions. There will be no
layoffs resulting from the personnel budget
reduction.
Approximately 25 positions throughout
the University will go unfilled next year as a
result of the Board's action. The area most
affected is operations which faces a 2.55
percent decrease in its personnel base.
The vote to reduce the personnel budget
was 6-1 with Trustee Virginia Platt
dissenting because she said she needed
"to have more time for mature
consideration" of the proposal. She said
board members had not had enough time to
review the information regarding the
reductions before voting.
In other business the trustees approved
a proposal to offer the doctor of philosophy
degree in photochemical sciences at the
University. As proposed, this program
would be the only one of its kind in the
United States, according to Douglas
Neckers, chemistry.
The program will build upon exis!ing
resources, including the Center for
Photochemical Sciences md the core of
photochemical scientists on the faculty,
including Ohio Eminent Scholar Dr. Michael
A.J. Rodgers. Graduates of the program
will be prepared for both academic and
industrial positions. The proposal now
awaits approval of the Ohio Board of
Regents.
Also approved at the meeting was a
prcposal to offer the associate of technical
study degree program at Firelands College.
The degree wiD be housed in the appl'led
sciences department at Firelands and will
prepare students for specialized technical
occupations. The program is a two-year
curriculum. Implementation will require
approval of the Board of Regents.
In other business, the trustees heard a
report from William H. Ficken Jr., president
of the Alumni Association Board of
Trustees, on the activities of the Alumni
Association and alumni involvement with
the University.
Faculty Senate Chair Ralph Wolfe.
English, announced special ceremonies on
Feb. 16 to mark the 25th anniversary of
the first Faculty Senate. All past senate
chairs and secretaries will be honored.
The next regular meeting of the Board of
Trustees is scheduled at 10 a.m. Feb. 19
at WBGU-TV studios.

New staff added
Employees recently joining the
administrative staff at the University are
Michelle Boecker, polygraph technician,
psychology, and Nancy Williams, nursing
adviser, part-time, College of Health and
Human Services.

Need a speaker?
The latest edition of the Firelands
College "Speakers Bureau" brochure is
now available free of charge to area clubs
and organizations.
The new publication lists 33 campus
experts on 143 topics ranging from robotic
and computers to American foreign policy
in Central America. It is being distributed to
area libraries and chambers of commerce.
Copies may be obtained and
arrangements for individual speakers may
be made by contacting the Office of Public
Relations at Firelands at 433-5560.

Faculty___N_o_t_e_s_ __
Faculty/Staff
Presentations
The followWlg members of psychology
participated in the amual meeting of the
American Psychological Association, New York.
August: Eugene Stone, ShalOn K.
Eggleston-Lowell and David Sacks, Virginia
Tech. presented "Effects of Feedback Agent
Gender on Reactions to Performance
Feedback;"Dale Klopfer presented ..Is
Determining the Relationships Between
&.faces of Objects Routine?;" Catherine HStein presented .. Psychometric Issues in the
Assessment of Social Networks;"' car11a s.
Smith and John Tlsak presented 'Work Role
Perceptions in Organizational Role Stress
Theory;" Eric P. Dubow and Douglas G. Ullman
presented .. Development of Support Scales for
Children;" William K. Balzer chaired a
symposium on ··A university·based
employee-assistance program (EAPJ:
Opportunities for progranvnatic development
and evaluation ... and presented .. Mental health
and work outcomes;" Donald Kausch
presented ..Implementing an EAP through a
University training Center: Kenneth 'Pargarnent presented "Needs assessment as a
tool in the design of EAPs;" John C. CeYanaugh
co-chai'ed the symposUTI "Cognitive and
memoty self-efficacy in adults. and presented
''t;hair, NetwOfks Committee;" C.J. Cranny
and Michael E.. Doherty presented "'Analyses of
importal ice ratings in job analysis;'' Robert M..
Guion served as chair of the board meeting of
the Journal of Applied Psychology; Eugene
Stone coordinated the wlll'kshop ..Content
Validity;"

Ernest A.. Champion, ethnic studies. has
been invited to present a paper on James
Baldwin at a special plenary session during the
annual meeting of the National Association of
Ethnic Studies to be held March 2-5. Hartford.

Conn.
Adelia M.. Peters, educational foundations and
inquiry. presented "Early Childhood Education in
China·s One Chid Society' at the 11th Annual
Early Childhood Conference at Bowling Green
State University. Oct. 1 O
James D. Stuart, philosophy. presented
"Deterrence. Desert and Drunk Driving," at the
National Conference on Punishment for Criminal
Offenses. University of Michigan. Ann Arbor.
Micto., Nov. 9.
Dean Purdy, student affairs research &
evalua!Jon and Mary E.. Edmonds., student
affairs. presented "Prejudice and the Entering
College Freshman: How Strong Is It?" and "\'Vhat
Is Corpcrate Crime: Problems of Definition and
Measurement" at the Society for the Study of
Social Problems. Chicago. 1:1 .. August 14-16.
Karen Gould, romance languages. presented
"The Writer and the Whore or the T erritcry of
Feminine Inscription: France Theoret's
'Necessairement putain'" at the Association for
Canadian Studies in the United States. Montreal.
Oct. 7-10.
James H. Albert, mathematics and statistics,
presented ..An Introduction to Generalised
linear Models°' How I spent My Sabbatical
Year.. at the Northwest Ohio Chapter of the
American Statistical Association. Bowling Green.
Dec. 1.

Edward E.. Morgan, Jr~ gerontology.
presented ..Senior Center Funding" at the
Greater Toledo Area Coalition on Aging"on Nov.

30.
Mohammad B. Dadfar, computer science.
presented .. Analysis ol the ruwer Series
Solution of the Forced van der Pol Oscillator"
SIAM 35th Anniversary Meeting. Denver,
Colorado. Oct. 12-15.
Laura LeYenthal, computer sciences.
presented - Abstraction and Specifoty: The
Roles cf Program Types and Discourse Rules in
Two Aspects of Expert Programming Benavior''
at Washington. D.C .. Dec. 7-8.
Kim A. Smith, radio-teleVISion·film. presented
"Effects of Newspaper Coverage on Commun:ty
and Neighborhood Issue Concerns" at the
Association for Education in Journalism and
Mass Communication Convention. San Antonio.
Texas,Aug.1-5.
Leonanl Peacefull, geography at Firelands.
presented "The Urban Development of the
Vill2ge of Hartville and Surrounding Lake
Township, 1951 ·1983" at the 96th annual
meeting of the Ohio Academy of Science
meeting held at Malone College. Canton.

Stuart Kelley, psychology, presented "Let's
Give Instructional Development Workshops A
Chance to Work" at the Lily Conference on
Teaching. Miami University. Oxford. Nov. 14.
Lawrence Friedman, history, presented "The
Menningets of Topeka" (on the psychodynarnics
of the early MeraW!ger famjy). at the American
Studies Center. University of Florida.
Gainesville. Fla.• Oct. 2 2· 23.

E.. Ruth Schneldef, library and educational
media. presented ..Current Issues and Trends in
School l..ibrarianship" at Alen County Teachers'
Professional Day, t..ma. Oct. 6.
Joe Williford, home economics, presented
"The Effects of Zinc Supplementation on Cel
Mediated Immunity and Copper Status of an
Elderty Population" at the 4Dth Annual Meeting
of the Gerontological Society of America.
Was!Wlgton. O.C., Nov. 19.

Robert Selig, history. presented "Johann
Heinrich Ctvistian von Stuempel. The Board of
Trade and the German Settlers of Hard Labor
Creek. South carolina (17641'' at the caroina
Symposium on British Studies. Raleigh. N.C ..

Oct. 24·25.
y_ Frederick Rickey, mathematics and
statistics, presented "A Clever Idea of Euler's fOf'
Max-Mr! Problems.. at the Fal meeting of the
Ohio Section of the Mathematical Association of
America, at the College of Wooster. Oct. 30-31 .

Cliff long, mathematics and statistics.
presented .. How to Draw a Banana with Twisted
Cubics" at the Fal meeting of the Ohio Section
of the Mathematical Association of America. at
the Colege of Wooster, Oct. 30-31.

W. Charles Holland, mathematics and
statistics. presented ·"The Aritlvnetic of Musical
Scales" at the FaD meeting of the Ohio Section
of the Mathematical Association of America. at
theColegeofWooster, Oct. 30-31.
Thomas Hem, mathematics and statistics.
presented "Generating Nice Matrices" at the Fal
meeting of the Ohio Section of the Mathematical
Association of America. at the Colege of
Wooster. Oct. 30-31.
Comella Uwely, special education, presented
"Moving and Feeding Students Wrth Severe
Motor Impairments.. at the Fifth Annual Low
Incidence Conference of the Northwest Ohio
Special Education Regional Resource Center. at
the Medical College of Ohio. Toledo. Oct. 9;
also, presented "Measuring Levels of Tolerance
to Community-Based Instruction: A Look at
Parameters of Training From a Potential
Comrm.nity Training Site Staff Perspective" at
the 14th Annual Conference of the Association
for Persons with Severe Handicaps, Chicago.
JU .. Oct. 29.
Gerald Saddlemire, college student
personnel. presented "Graduate Education and
Career Mobihty .. at the Association of College
Unions-International Regional Meeting. Wayne
State UmverS1ty. Detr0tt, Mich .. Oct. 1 0. also.
presented "Careers in Higher Education" at the
National Association for campus Activities Great
La<.es Regional Meeting. Grand Rapids, Mich ..
Nov. 1-3.
Eldon E.. Snyder and Mary Jo Kane,
presented "Photo Elicita!Jon Responses to
Female Athletes: Basketball Players and
Gymnasts" at the North American Society for the
Sociology of Sport, 1987.
Pamela C. Allison, health, physical education
and recreation, collaborated with Janet
Frederick. liberty Center Elementary School
physical education specialiSt and BGSU master
graduate. presented a staff development
workshop entitled .. Educational Gymnastics:
Teaching and Observing For Quality Movement"
for the Virgin:a Beach Public Schools. Virginia
Beach. Va., Nov. 10.
Brenda McCall um, poptJar culture lib<ary.
;., a panel or. "Popula• Culture
Liorary and Sound Recording Arellives at
Bowling Green·· at the annual meeting of the
Popular Culture Association in the South.
LouiSville. Ken. Oct. 1-3: also. presented
.. Collecting. Documenting. and Preserving
Contemporary Culture" at tile Midwest Archives
Conference Fan meeting in Cclumbia. MISSOuri.
Oct 15·17.
~rpated

Conrad Prilsch er, educational founeabonS
and inquiry. presented "A Teacher's
Contribution to Racism and the Development of
Dull Obe<fient Sheep.·· at the Journal of
CurTiculum Theorizing Conference. Dayton. Oct.
29-30.
Sangjin Yoo, accounting and management
information systems. presenteo "A Strategy for
Low Market-Share Holders ... at the Pan-Pacific
Conference IV: A Business. Economic and
Technological Exchange. Taipei. Tarwan. May
17-20.

Barbara A. Bauer, college student personnel
adiJt learner focus. presented "The Challenge of
the AdiJt leamet' to Student Services" at the
1987 Fal Conference of the Ohio Association of
Student Personnel Administrators. Deer Creek
State Park. Nov. 5.
Benjamin N. Muego, poitical science at
Fl'elands, ch<Wed a panel on the Philippines and
presented "Dissension and Factionafism Within
the Armed Forces of the Philippines.. at the 39th
Amual Meeting of the Association for Asian
Studies in Boston. Mass .• Apr. 12; also.
presented "The Philippilies in Transition .. in a
symposit.m on "Changing Asia" at the Unillersity
of Western Michigan. Kalamazoo. Mich .. Apr. 8;
also presented ·'The Military's Wrthdrawal from
Power and DemocratiZalion: the Case of the
Philippines" at the Biennial Inter-University
Seminar on Armed Forces and Society,
Chicago, II., Oct. 9; also presented ..Corazon C.
Aquino: A Passive-Negative President?" al the
Fifty-Ninth Annual Meeting of the Southern
Political Science Association, Charlotte, N.C ..
Nov.5.
Arjun K.. Gupta, mathematics and statistics,
presented "Asymptotic Expansion of the Nonnull
Distribution of Likelihood Ratio Statistic for
Testing Multisample Sphericity.. at the 46th
5ession of the International Statistical Institute.
Tokyo. Japan, Sept. 8-16.
Ray Browne, popular culture. presented "The
Hero and the Humanities" at three different
campuses in Delaware, Nov. 11 -12.
Kay Moore, music. presented a master class
to 25 students of teachers in the Western
Reserve Piano Guild at Fa'e!ands. Nov. 21.
Y-irginia Maries, performance studies.
presented a recital at the W~dwood Preserve.
Toledo. Nov. 8.
The Bowling Green Brass Quintet, with
members: Edwin Betts and George Novak,
trumpet: David Rogers, horn; Paul Hunt,
trombone; and Ivan Hammone, tuba. all of
performance studies. presented eight concerts
in North Carolina. Nov. 1-7 _
The Bowling Green String Quartet. with
members: Paul Makara and Vasile Beluska,
violins; Pamela Ryan, viola; and Alan Smith.
celo. all of performance studies. performed in
the inaugural concert for !he Oak Harbor Ohio
Arts Council. Nov. 17.

Becky Pissanos, health. physical education
and recreation. presented ·'The Physical
Education Specialist in the Bementary School
World" al the Ohio National Physical Education
Conference. K-8 at the Rickenbacker Afr
National Guard Base. Columbus. Oct. 9.

Eric Jones and Thomas Southern, special
education, presented ··chronological Age at
School Entrance and the Prevention of Learning
O:sabilities: Policy Making and the
MISlflterpretabon of Research"' at the
International Confer""'Ce er. Learning Disabilities
in San Diego. catif .. Oct 17.
Conrad Pritscher, educational foundations
and inquiry, presented ··Reflections on
Reflecting.. at the Ohio VaDey Philosophy of
Education Society Conference in Lexington.
Kentucky on Oct. 16-17: also. presented
"Racial Justice. What tS an Educator's
Responsibi:ity·· at a conference for teacherS and
guidanCe counselors. sponsored tly the College
of Education and Allied Professions. Bowling
Green. Oct 23-24.

Dawn Glanz, schOol of art. presented
"Encoding ~e Frontier: Ideology into Imagery"
at Amon Carter Museum. Fort Worth. Texas.
Oct 17.
Mercedes Junquera, rcrna!'lce languages
presented ... La estetca r'IO\el:s~ca de E
Galvarriato" at the Annual Convenhon of AATS?.
Los Angeles. Calif .. August 12-16.

Adella M. PetefS, educational foundations and
inquiry. presented "Deep Ecology and the Views
of Maty Hunter Austin" at the Nor1h American
Association for Envirorvnental Education
Conference in Quebec City. Quebec, Oct. 16.

GA Hcwton, industrial education and
technology. presented "Barriers to
Performance.'' Conference of National
Association of Industrial Technology. Nashville.
Tenn .. Oct. 22.
Charlotte Scherer, educational curriculum
and instruction, presented "What Are CoUeges
of Education Doing About Teacher Training?' at
the National Educational Computing
Conference, Philidelphia, Pa.. June 24-26.
Michael M. Pearson and Glenn T. Stoops,
both in marketing. presented "Retail Saturation
Model for the Microcomputer," at the 1 987
American Ma;keting Association
Microcomputers in Marketing Workshop,
Unillersity of Hawaii at Manoa, Oct. 10-13. This
presentation was also published in ProceedingS
of the 1987 AMA Microcomputers in Marlceting
Worlcshop.

Roger v_Bennett, dean of the Colege of
Education and Alied Professions. co-presented
"Overcoming Resistance to Change ... at the
Association of Teacher Educators National
Summer Conference. Buffalo. N.Y .. August. He
has been appointed to the National Journal
Convnittee for the Association of Teacher
Educators and has been reappointed to the
National Advisory Board for the Academy for
Teacher Education of the Association of Teacher
Educators and was appointed to the National
Committee on the Preparation of Elementary
School Teachers for the American Association of
Colleges for Teacher Education. In ad<frtion. he
presented "The One Best Approach to Teacher
Education" at the state conference of the Ohio
Confederation of Teacher Education
Organizations at Miami University. Oxford. Oct.
15. He is also completing his final year of a three
year term as a member of the National Execu!Jve
Counc~ of the Association of Supervision and
Curriculum Development.
Gerald Saddlemire, Camey Strange and
Michael Coomes, college student personnel.
presented a panel discussion entitled "New
Professi<mals Weaving a Future in Student
Affairs .. at the Ohio College Persomel
Association Meeting. Toledo. Oct 30.
The following faculty and statt have
represented the department at the American
Spee.:h-Lllllguage-Hearing Association in New
Orleans. Nov. 13-16: Elizabeth Burroughs,
presented "Speech Signs of
Amylo1dosis. "Roger Colcord, presented
"Adolescent Stutterers' and Nonstutterers'
Fluent Speech: Perceptual Comparisons ...
Herbert Greenberg and Diana Simmons,
presented "Loudness Discomfon Level
Prediction Us:ng the Acoustic Reflex ... Richard
McGuire and Michael Rastatter, presented
"Naming Reaction rmes ol Stutterers to
Tachistoscopically Presented Pictures ... Linda
Petn:>sino, presented "Lingual Vibrotactile
Sensation and Susceptibilrty to Delayed Auditory
Feedback." Gail Scukanec and Michael
Rastatter, presented '"Reaction
of
Bilingual Speakers to Tachistoscopically
Presented Lexicons:· Larry Small and Kewin
Squibb, presented "Stressed Vowel Perception
in Weird Recognition ... Michael Rastatter,
presented "VISUal Coding Dominance in
Stuttering: Evidence from Central
Tachistoscopic Stimulation. "Chaired Sessions:
Roger Colcon1. technical sessions on "Speech
Motor Timing by Stutters. ·Marilynn Wentland,
.ncteopresentation on "Mu!heultural Events ...
Marilynn Wentland. miniseminar on .. Electronic
Peer Support and Data-Based Supervision."

rimes

Mercedes Junquera, roma."lce lar.guages.
presented ... La Contnbucion de Espana en la
lnd;!pendencia de los Estaeos Ur.Klos" Feb. 1.
"Espana en los Estado.Js Unidos" Feb 14 and
"Literatura espanola en el Sudoeste Americano"
Feb 27 ;;t tt-.e Academ;c Association for the
Q.;.-ncentenary 1492-1992. Madnd, Spain
At '1'le 58th Annual American Business Law
Association meeting held in Phitidel;>hia. Pa.. the
tcr.owtng facult; of the legal studies depar1ment
presented papers Aug. 19-22: Bartley ABrennan, .. Reformulatoen of the Business
Judgment R:;Je in Control Situation;" Donald
Boren;·Does the Eleventll Amendment Prohibit
States fr cm Being Sued in Federal Court Under
Feder<'I OL-eshcr.s Jt;rtSCICtlO."l?;" and Nancy
Kubaset;·1r.o.....Cual1Sm and its lncompatit>i!ity
\\1th Piar.t C:osmg LegiSlation ...

Presentations continued
11. Nell Browne, economics. presented "The
Potential Unity of Critical TIWNlg and Values
Analysis" at the Lily Conference on Teaching.
Miami University, Oxford. Nov. 14.

Cheryl Dldham, field experiences, presented
"Enhancing Teacher Classtooin Awareness
Through a Computefized Supervisory Feedback
System" at the Association of Teacher
Education Sumier W0111shop, Buffalo. N. Y..
Aug. 2·5.
Gary Heu, history. presented the paper "The
United States and the Estabislment of the
Southeast Asia Treaty Organization, 1954·55,"
to the Society for Historians of American Foreign
Relations. Annapolis, Md .• JI.Ile 198 7.

Berbua A. Bauer, college student personnel
aiitjt learner focus. presented "Facililaling Adult

case

L..eaming in Graduate Programs: A
Study
Approach" al the Midwest Resea<ch to Practice
Conference in Adult and Continuing Education at
Michigan State University, East Lansing, Mich ..
Oct. 9; also, presented "The Adult l.elwnerS On
Campus: How Do We Serve Them?" at the
National Conference of the American
Association for Adult and Continuing Education.
in Washington, D.C .• Oct 24.

Cheryl l>Mttwn, coordnator of field
experiences for the Colege of Education and
Alied Professions. presented ''The BGSU
Credential Portfoio" at the Ohio fleld 0..-ectoc's
Forwn, in Colunbus. Oct. 16; also, presented
"Teacher Expectations·· The Self-Fulf6ng
Prophecy" at the Mary Sheeley Coooci of the
International Reading Association of Putnam

Coc.nty at Glandorl Elementary School,
Glandorl. Nov. 10.

Dan C. Wellbaker, marketing, presented "An

Expetimental Approach to Teaching Sales
Management: A Case Study.·· at the Southem
Marketing Association Annual Meeting, New
Orleans, La., Nov. 3-7. This presentation was
also published in Marlceting: Meeting the
ChalengeS of the 1990S.

Robelt Selig, history. presented "Johann
Heinrich Christian von Stuempel. the Board of
Trade and the Gennan Settlers of Hard labor
Creek, South Car<>Wla I 1764)" at the Western
Conference on British Studies. Lincoln. Neb.•

Raymond F. Barker, marketing, presented
"lnterviewerS Evaluate Questionnaires.·· at the
Southern Marketing Association Amual
Meeting. NewOrleans, La., Nov. 3-7. This
presentation was also published in Marice ting:
Meeting the Chalenges of the 1990S.

Kenneth Klple, history. presented "Beriberi
and Blacks in America's Plantation Societies" at
CAGONTIELDAAG Conference at Windsor,
Ontario. Oct. 1 6-17.

Dawn McCaghy and Wiiiiam Schurk, both in
libraries and learning resources. presented
"Rosie the Riveter: The Image of Working
Women in Popular Song," at the North Central
Women's Studies Association Regional
Conference. Akron, Nov. 7.
Edward J. O'Donnell, food operations.
presented "Developing Adjunct Cash
Operations.·· at a National Association of College
and University Food Services conference,
Northern Illinois University. DeKalb. W.. Oct.
26-28
John C. LaMZZI, art. presented "New Ancient
Corinth," at the 65th Annual Meeting of the Ohio
Classical Conference. Toledo. Oct. 22.
Donald F. Nelson, German. Russian and East
Asian languages. presented ''As the Lights Go
Out: Hermann Hesse's Thoughts on Aging and
Death," at the International Psychohistorical
Association Conference, Hunter College. New
York. June 10-12.
Edward Schwerkolt, visual communication
and technology. presented a lecture/slide show
on "The History of Printing" at the monthly
meeting of the Plant Printing Management.
Toledo, April 26.
Patricia King, college student personnel.
presented "Student Values and Expectations:
What Are the University's Responsibitities?" at
Bradley University, Peoria, IU., Aug. 19, where
she was the keynote speaker at the opening day
conferences. Also. presented ''Teaching Critical
Thinking to College Students: How Do You
Know When You Don't Know for Sure?'" at the
Dominican College Faculty Conference.
Orangeburg, N.Y., Aug. 26.
Sangjin Yoo, accounting and management
information systems. and Kyoo H. Kim,
eco11omics. presented" A Computer Based
Model for High-Tech Bu-,'ing Decision Making:
Applyilg Goal Progianvning Approach." at the
Pan-Pacific Conference IV: A Business.
Economic and Technological Exchange. Taipei,
Taiwan, May 17-20.

Ralph C. SL John, applied statistics and
opes atious research. presented "Partial Least
Squares ... American Statis1ical Association,
Cleveland Chapter, Nov. 4.

Oct. 29-31.

Bernard Stemsher, history. presented "Two
Views of Eisenhower: Robert A. Divine and Piers
Brendon" at the Duquesne History Forum.
Duquesne University. Pittsburgh, Penn .• Oct.
31.

Gary Hess. history. presented "Eisenhower
and SoutheaSt Asia: 'Holding Action' Oiplomacy"
at the Duquesne History Forum. Duquesne
University. Pittsburgh, Penn .• Oct 31 .
John Howe, geology. presented "An
American Zebra· 'EQUUS (Dolichohippus)
shoshonensis''' co-authored with Deborah
Berger, at i'le 47th Annual Meeting of the
Society of Vertebrate Paleontology, Tucson.
Ariz .• Oct. 22-24.
Leslie J. Chamberlin, colege of education
and alied professions. presented "Developing
Responsible Chidren and Their Work Habits" at
the Erie Cotalty Education Symposium, Perkins
High School, Nov. 17.

Nora Uu, health. physical education and
recreation, presented "Somatotypes of
Premenarcheai Athletes and Non-Athletes" at
the 20th Annual Canadian Association of Sport
Sciences Meeting, Lake Louise. Alberta. Oct.
6-10.
Robert Selig, history. presented "The Plight
of Servants in Eighteenth Century Franconia"
and was chair of a session ··1nteDectuai Trends in
Central Europe Around the Tum of the 20th
Century" at the European Studies Conference.
Omaha, Neb .• Oct. 8-10.

Joyce A. Blinn, academic
enhancement/study skiRs lab, presented "A
Comparison of the Leaming Strategies of
Si iccesstui and Underprepared Colege
Students" (chaired by Clifford Brooks.
education. etmc:Uum and instruction) and "The
Use of Student Mentors to Help Academically
Underprepared Students Succeed in Science ...
at the 31st Colege Reading Association Annual
Conference, Baltimore, Md .• Oct. 29-31.

Richard L Wener U. interpersonal and public
commooication. and Howanl w. Cotrell,
instructional media center. presented
"Destructive Dialogue: Negative Sell·Ta1k and
Effective Imaging.·· at the annual convention of
the Speech Comnulication Association,
Boston. Mass .• Nov. 7. We<rter ch<D"ed two
other iaielS at the convention.

n-aas Ander-. geography. presented
-Gec>politics in the C8ribbean and its Impact on
Future L.eadelship" at the CCII ibbean leadership
conference. Sept. 9.
Frank llcKenna, poitical science, presented
"A Study of Community DeYelopment Block
Grants in Ohio: Prefminafy Report" and
"Changing Polcies in lntergCJ'Jemmental
Assistance for Local Public Wor1<s: The Case ot
OtW>" with Curt B. 5edlU, poitical science. at
the AIYlual Region VI Conference of the
~Society for

Public Administration.

Spmgfield, llinois. Nov. 4-7. Also. McKema
presented "lnterfamg Education and Training
Progams in Public Administration" and
co-ainvened a Regional Membership
De-<elopment W0111shop with Debra Martin,
Ga iesee Coc.nty Community Mental Health.
Flint, Mich. He wil serve as general conference
chair for the annual conference in 1988 which
wit be held in Toledo.
Gregg DeCrane, student affairs, presented
the keynote address ..Student Leadership in
Today's Residence Hals" at the North Atlantic
Association of College and University Residence
Hals, Syracuse University. Oct. 30-31. Healso
conducted a wOf1lshop on "Recruitment and
Retention of Members" at the opening session
on "Getting the Most from a Conference." The
conference was attended by more than 500
students and advisefs representing 1 2 states
and more than 50 campuses.

Robert A. Holmes, legal studies. presented
several two-day seminars sponsored by the

National Association of Purchasing
Management. Basic Purchasing Law seminars
were presented May 25-27 to the Certainteed
Corp. in V<Jley Forge. Pa.; Aug.6-7 in Memphis
and Nov. 12-13 in New York City. Advanced
Purchasing Law Seminars were presented June
1·2 in New Orleans and Oct. 15-16 in New York
City. Healso presented .. How to Develop
Affirmative Action Plans for Minorities. Females.
Handicapped and Verterans" to the Employers
Association of Toledo. JiJy 14; also presented a
seminar on the U.S. Supreme Courts' View's on
Affirmative Action. Sept. 15. Also. presented the
lecture on "Constitutional Interpretation: Original
and Historic Intent v. Evolving lntenr to nine
various organizations between May and
October. In addition. he participated in a WTVG
Chamel 13 debate on the Constitutional
Bicentennial. and was interviewed on the topic in
a half-hour program on WJYM.

The 12th Annual Midwestern Teachers of
Educational Psychology Conference was held at
the University in Oct. Peter Wood and Richard
Burke, educational foundations and inquiry.
served as hosts and program chairs. During the
conference, James Davidson, educational
foundations and inquiry. presented "Changes in
Self-Perception Under Stress," John N-by.
educational foundations and inquiry. presented
"The Effects of a Lecture Rating Scale on the
Perceptions of Students:" Ronald Partin,
educational foundations and inquiry.
collaborated with Dean Meinke of the University
of Toledo. on the workshop ''Teaching Tune
Management to Educators." In addition, SteYen
Russell, special education, and Michael
O'Loughlin, Jane Wolfe, Rita Keefe,
GenewieYe Stang, Tom Bennett, Newby and
Davidson, served as panel moderators.
Geoffrey C. Howes, German. Russian and
East Asian languages, presented "Essayism in
Elias Canettfs Masse und Macht... at the
Kentucky Foreign Language Conference.
Lexington. Apri 1 987 ,; also, "Emerson's Image
in Tim-of-the-Century Austria: The Csses of
Kassner. Freidel and Musa at the Second
Amual SymposUTI on Twentieth Century
Austrian Literature and Cultt6e. at the University
of califomia at Riverside. May 1987; also. "Zurn
literarischen Gebrauch der Sprache der
Wai.scheinichkeitheorie bei Musa at the

International Robert Musi Summer Seminar.
Klagenfurt. Ausbia. September 1987.

Franc:n Ponic:, librllry and learning
re50U'ces, presented "Czech Literature for
Children .xi Young Adults," at~ lglliWn
Cl.ltu"al Center. Toledo Public Library. Oct. 1 3.
Bruce Smith, geography. and John
Hittner, geography/gerontology, presented "The
Stability ot Localy-Owned Manufacttrng Plants
in Northwestern Ohio" and ''The Status of High
Tech lndustrieS in Ohio- 1979 and 1 985" at the
annual mee!Wlg of the East Lakes Division ot the
Association of AmericanGeographers. Windsor.
Ontario. Oct. 17.
llich8el Franklln, art therapy pr~.
presented ..Art. Process and Self·Esteern" at
the~ Art Therapy Association National
Convention. Nov. 7.
Briant Hamor Lee, theater. presented "Mail
Order Historical Pageants: The JoM B. Rogers
Company of Fostoria, Ohio" at the International
Symposium on Popular Entertainment, Graduate
Center. City University of New York, Oct. t 1.
Some of the material was published in Ohio
Theatre Alliance J0tl08l. Vot 1 • No. 1 • Apri
1987.
Joan Repp, access services. presented
"Managing Change in a Changing World" at the
Fifth Quadrennial Conference of the Midwest
Federation of Library Associations. Indianapolis,
Indiana, Nov. 6.

Martha Rogers, marketing. presented "Up in
Smoke: Fifty Years of Cigarette Advertising in

,,._Gonion. jOl.malism, $2,873 from the
National Press Photogi aphers Association. fa
fining for a graduate assistant to serve as a
researcher/writei' for News Photographer
magazine di.mg the spring semester.
Aol9r'I Berns .xi Don Bright, bolh of
business edi!Clltion, $36,323 from the Ohio
Department ot Education. a renewal for the
Teacher Education in Business, Office and
Marketing Education in business education.
Dale W. Smith, physics Sld as11011omy, $659
from the Americ51 AsVol IOIT'ical Society. to
provide travel exper ses to McDonald
Observatory where obserYationS wil be made to
measxe the visible reflectiol is of several smal
outer satelltes of Jupiter.

iiClll1 Pugh. sociology. $81.914 from the
Uhio Board of Regents, to streligthen research
and ins1ruction in applied demography.

n-a Attig. phiosophy. $96.188 from the
Ohio Board of Reoents. to l!l•'lallCe the applied
philosophy prog1 au.
118rpnit lshler, education. $31 .329 from
the Ohio Depab1ient of Edi cation for
implemen!Wlg a teacher edication program
di.ring the 1987-88 academic year.
Douglas c. Heckers, chelTistry, $25,000
from the National Science Foundation, a

S14lPlement f()( affinity photoSenSitizal.
Also,$4, 735 from the Department of Health and

Hunmi Services National cancer Institute. to
assist with the pudl3se ot an ISCO
instrunentation system needed for
~ sem;.pepaative scale work in
research for partiC:ta tumor therapies.

Kennell! Klple, history, $2,000 from
Cambi idge University Press. to support the
pOOlistling of a large reference work on the
history and geogiaphy of hlman disease-

Deenna R8deloff, home ecocKJmics, $40, 796
from the Ohio Depabnern of Rt.cation. a
r8MW8I of special services in vocatiol ial home
eca IOl'llics. Also. $11 .660. a renewal la
teacher education/vocat home ecocKJmics
tranng services.
Reginald Hobie, biological sciences, $1.489
from the U.S. Envirol mes ital Protection Agency.
for additiolial fining for completion of the report
covering the methods in Del ldl ochi 01 IOlogical
analysis which have been dl!'veloped by Ors.
Shiatov and Blum-the leading Soviet Union
scientislS in Del ldi ochi Ol IOiogy-and the
methods delieloped by Arizona State university
and the University of Arizona.

Herbert J. GleMberg, COllllTU'licati
disorders. $12. t 56 from the Ohio Legislative
Service Conmssion. for conducting 84
prevalence screening field tests in Wood County
districts. and 437 tests in districts outside of
Wood Coc.nty. Pupils in these districts wil be
tested to meas...-e language, voice. fluency.
articUation and hearing proficiency.

G. Comar Duncan, physics and astronomy.
$ 1 2.004 from OtW> State University Research
FOWldation, for computer simulations which
employ the techniques of numerical general
reiativity and are faciilated by a link between the
University and the Ohio Supercomputer Center.
Winifred O. Stone. GraduateColege,
$51 .600 from the U.S. Department of
Education. forthe Patricia Roberts Harris
Graduate Study Fellowship Program.

James Lesage, economics. "A Leading
Indicator Model for Ohio SMSA Employment," in
Growth and Change.
Gerald Saddlemlre, educational college
student personnel, co-authored "Student Affairs
and Services" in Higher Education-Bibliography

Benjamin N. Muego, political science at
Firelands. presented an invited and refereed
paper. ''The P!Dppines in Transition" at a
symposium on changing Asia. at the University
of Western Michigan, Kalamazoo, Mich .. April 8;
also. ctmed a panel on the Philippines and
presented a refereed paper "Factionalism and
Dissension Wrthin the Armed Forces of the
Phmppines" at the 39th Annual Meeting of the
Association for Asian Studies, Boston. Ma.. April
10.

Em>n S. Collins, libraries and learning
resources. "Minibiblia Geographia" in 5peciaJ
Library Associaaon, Geography and Map
[];vision Buletin.

Tsuneo Akaha, political science, presented
"Internalizing International Law: Japan and the
Regime of Navigation under the UN Convention
on the Law of the Sea." at the annual meeting of
the American Political Science Association,
Cticago, II .. Sept. 3-6; presented ''The Political
Economy of Japanese Security Policy ... at an
international =ference on the Role of Small
and MedUn Powers in the International AJiance
System ... Acadia University. Nova Scotia. Oct.
18-21.

Greg Brownell, educational curriculum and
instruction. presented ··Computer Education in
the Schools K TlYough 8: ShoUd the OPMA Be
lnvolved7' at the 6th Annual Information
Systems Education Conference. San Francisco.

Caif.. Nov. 1 .

Allbert Conner, psychology, $120,515 from
the Ohio Board of Reoents. to strengthen the
cinical psychology doctoral program.

.-.ii lld'lllsl. graduate studies in business,
$5,000 from the Clement 0. Miniger Memorial
Fculdalion, to fund a Miniger scholar.
Don Bright, business eQ cation, $4,371 from
the OtW> Depa b11et at of Education Vocational
Education. for services to be
provided by the University of Toledo in the
preservice training of one-year certificated

n career

teachers from business and industry. and
inserVlce education of exper iel iced YOCational
ectua1tion personnel; also, $3,849 from the
Ohio Department ot Education Division of
Vocatiolial Education for marketing and
distrilution ot the '"Mar1cemg Matke!WlgM
teleconference including ful videotape
duplication and re-use of the program within the
State of OtW>.

llartln Myers, special education. $500 from
the OtW> Association of Gifted Coordinators. for
a study of reliabiity and validity of peer
assessment. Myers is a graduate assistant in
EOSE and is this year's recipient of the George
Fichter Award--Ohio Association of Gifted
Coordinators.
Ctvtatopher Dunn, graduate college, $5,439
from the U.S. Depar1ment of Justice, for funding
for the National Conference on Punishment for

Crminal Offenses.

Jong S. Yoon, biological &ciences. $67 ,300
from the National Science Fooodation, for the
ttWd year of support l.nder a ndew five-year
commitment to the operation of the NDSRC at
the University which maintains a colection of
Drosop/Wa.
W. Robert Midden, chemisby. $5,000 from
The JoM Hopkins University. to support
research into the chemical modificalionS of DNA
induced by ultraviolet radiation.
ArthurBrecher,chemistry. $21 ,499 from the

Medical Colege of Ohio as partial salary support
in his research at MCO.

Plelro Badia, psychology. $27. 909 from
Fragance Research FUl'ld, Ud., for research
focused on responsibivity to olfactory stimulation
in sleep and the effects of various fragrances on
the quaity of sleep.
Chariff J. Cranny, psychology, $5,950 from
the Michigan Muriicipal League. for fl#lding of a
psychology assistant who wil be in training
either directly or in<Wectly at the league.
Marilyn Shrude and Richard Jama. musical
arts,$750 from Arts Midwest. $7 ,665 lrom the
OtW> Arts Counci-Media Projeci and $3, 932
from the Ohio Arts Counci to supplement the
8th Annual New Music and Art Festival.

Bruce Smith, cooperative ed41Cation.

S12.807 from the U.S. [)epar1ment of
Ea ication to exparid and improve the on-campus
and off-campus promotion of the Cooperative
Eoication Progam.
Ctvtatopher Dunn, Graduate College.
$3,500 from the AUnni FOl6ldation to support a
lmted nurrber of independent student research ·
projects sponsored by a par1icipating
department and supervised by a faruty adviser.

" - a P. l.euge, ecxiuon»cs, $9,5 t O from
the University of Toledo for W1g the Bayesian
pooling procedure to forecast payrol growth in
al eight metropoitan areas of Ohio.

Robert Guion. psychology. $9,000 from the
American Psychological Association, to
supplement the JocrnaJ of Applied Psychology.

lllctuiel llloole, conthuing education,
S 1 .000 from the Ohio Humanities Council to
assist in bmging Shozo Sato. artist-in-residence
at the University of llinois. to Bowling Green tr.e

BruceC. Klopfenstein, radio-TV·film, S1 ,500
from The Kaltenbom FOl.ndation. to supplement
research on VCR user behavior.

week of Feb. 6-12 to interpret Japanese ctJlture
and promote greater east-west understanding to
selected groups in the city.

Douglas Neckera. chemistry. $134.672 from
the Ohio Board of Regents, to fl.Wld the Center
for Photochemical Sciences.

Ellen F. Paul, Social Philosophy and Policy
Center. $51 .8391rom the National Endowment
for the Ht.manities, to inform the general public
about the history. current status. and future
prospects for the protection of property and
conuactuai liberties under the Federal

c.rney Strange, COlege Student Personnel,
$42 .622 from the Ohio Board of Regents, to
establish a graduate curricuk.m.

Constitution.

Publications

Research in Marketing. Michigan State
University, Lansing, Mich .• Apri 23-26. This
presentation was also published in Marlceling in
Three Eras.

Philip G. Terrie, English and .American
Studies. presented "A Mixture of Motives: The
Adirondack Forest Preserve and the 1 91 5 New
York Constitutional Convention" at the annual
meeting of the American Studies AssociabOn in
New York, November 1987. He also has
published "John Muir on Mount Ritter" A New
Wilderness Aesthetic·· in The Pacific
Historian.31. Spring 1987.

Heoclealeontla, chemistry, $19,485 from
Research Corporation, to explore the structure
and fUl'ICtional role of SS ribosomal RNA.

Faculty/Staff

America." at the Third Conference on Historical

Grants
•

Patricia A. Cunningham, home economics.
$750 from the National Endowment for the
~.to provide overseas travel support
for the book-length study focusing on dress
reform particularty the artistic aspects of reform
movements in Britain, E...-ope and North America
between 1850and t920.

Deb Heineman, fnancial aid and student
employment, presented "Financial Aid: The Lost
Piece of the Puzzle," at the 1987 FaD
Conference of the Ohio College Personnel
Association. Toledo.

Faculty/Staff

Chan Hahn. 11111mgement. $56, 700 from the
Ohio Board of Regents, to ei •'1a11ce the
productions/mal 111111 iagement nptogi"'"""•""'m.

Grants continued

Yearbook 1987.

Willard Misfeldt, art. review of Tessot by
Ctristopher Wood. in Burlington Magazine. JiJy.
The Burfngton is one of England's top art
periodicals.
Donald K. Enholm, interpersonal and public
communication. and DaYid C. Skaggs, history.
and W. Jeffrey Welsh,F.-elands. co-authored
"Origins of the Southern Mind: The Parochial
Sermons of Thomas Cradock of Maryland.
1744-1770.'' in Quarterly Journal of Speech.
Vol. 73.

Mary Jo Kane, physical education and
recreation. "The 'New· Female Athlete: SociaBy
Sanctioned Image or Modern Role For Women?''
in Journal of Medicine and Sport Science, JiJy
1987.
Dennis II. Anderson. political science,
"Toledo's Blind Alley and the Need for PR," in
The CR:innati Review of Politics and the Arts.
Summer 1987.

Stuart Keeley and Neil Browne. psychology
and ecoc IOl"llics, "How College Seniors
Operatiol 131ize Critical Thinking Behavior." in
Colege Student Jocrnal.
l.auni Ltm111thal and Barbee Mynatt, both of
computer science. "Components of Typical
Undefgraibde Software Engineemg Courses:
ResaAts from a Survey, - in IEEE Transactions on
Software Engineering, 1987; also, "Stalking the
Typical Undergaduate Software Engineering
Couse: ResUts from a Survey... in Software
EngjJeeting tnstmJte Conference oo Software
Engineering Education, Spring 1987; also.
"Profile of Undergraduate Software Es igSieemg
Cou'ses: ResaAts from a Survey." in ACM
SIGCSE &Aetin. 1 987.
Barbee Mynatt, computer science. and KN.
MacFartane, "Advanced Olga lizers in Computer
1nS1ructian Manuals: Are They Effective'< in
~lnteraction-lnfenlct '87; also.
with KH. Smith and A. K.amouri. ~Way to
Coqiuter Literacy. Progi a111il og or Ail9ic atiOl is
ExpeiielrcaT in lntemational.Joumal of
Man-Machine Slides; also with KH. Smith and
A. Tykodi. "Effect of BackgroU1d on the Form
and Content ot Questions, - in OiiesW.lliig

£cclatge.
l.aunl i.-thal, ~er science.
"Discou:se RIAes in Progi a11 Compl ehei ISioc 1:
Emeigeiice

ot a Construct Affoida ices Ruler

in Himsn-ComputerlntenJction-lnten '87.

Richard D. tto.e, associate Vice p esident for
academic affairs and geology. co-authored with
Alyn G. Smith. Palezoic Polyplacopho<a: A
aieclmt and Bb/ioglaphy, which assembles al
desCI iptiOl is and i:U>ist1ed relei es ices through
1985 COllCeliilig fossi chilDns found in rocks of
Palezoic age (600 rilior1 to 230 n6ln years
ago) in Great Britain. continental Europe and
Nof1h America.

Patrice Werner, educational curriculum and
instruction, "Early Readers: Important Emotional
Considerations," in TheReaarng Teacher. Vol.
40,No.6.
Benjamin N. Mu ego, political science.
F.-elands. ''The View From the Youth Sector." a
chapter in the Carl H. Lande book. Rebuilding a
Nation: Philippine Chalenges and American
Policy.
Leslie J. Chamberlin, professor emeritus of
educational administration and supervision.
wrote Chapter 6, "La Disciplina Come

Conduzione Della Sculoia E Dela Classe
Scolastica" ("Discipline as School and
Classroom Management") of the book La
Disciplina Nella Scuola: Problemi E Prospettive,
(Discipline in the School: Problems and
Perspectives]. The book will be used throughout
Italy as a staff development text in the area of
school discipline.
Richard L Weawar 11, interpersonal and public
communication and Howard W. Cotrell,
instructional media center. ''The Personafized
Teacher's Manual (PTM): Invaluable Asset in
Teaching Large Courses, .. in The Ohio Speech
Jourr.al, Fa.I 1987.

Dolores Black, HPER. collaborated with Laura

Kratz, HPER professor emeritus, and Louis Tutt.
superintendent of the Missouri School for the
Blind, in writing Movement and Fundamental
Motor Skils for SenSO<y Deprived Children. The
book focuses on physical activity and
fundamental motor skills for hearing and visuaDy
inpaired children; Black also is serving as
editorial adviser for Access America: An Atlas of
the Nabonal Parks for VISitors with Disabiities.
The 480-page atlas is the first of its kind to
evaluate park features and programs in
relationship to their accessibiity to visitors with a
wide spectrum of disabilities. The atlas will be
pubistled in the spring.

Marvaret I shier, educational curriculum and
instruction, Dynamics of Effective Teaching.
Thomas D. Anderson, geography, "Progress
in the Democratic Revolution in Latin Amenca:
Country Assessments. 1987 ... in Joumal of
lnteramerican Studies and World Affairs. Spring
1987.

Kyoo Kim, economics, "A Note on
Non-Positive Demoeconomic FluctualionS with
Positive Measure" in Economic Letters.
William Miller, rtbrary and learning resources.

"Causes and Cures for Inaccurate Reference
Work" in The Journal of Academic Librarianship.
May 1987: also, "Night of the l..Mng Dead
Books" in Reference Services Review. Vol. 1 5,
No.2.
F. Scott Regan, theater, "Don't Bet on the
Prince,'' in Youth TheatreJoumal. Spring 1987;
also. '"Puppets and Props in Performance." for
the American Association of Theatre for Youth.
Chicago. August 1967.
Ray Barker, marketing. "Interviewers Evaluate
Questionnaires" in Marlceting: Meeting the

Challengesofthe 1990's.

S. SalrthiYel, accounting and management
information systems, ''Verifying the Correctness
of Information Systems Using Prolog Interpreted
Petri Nets ... and "Project Management Using
Petri Nets." in Proceedngs of the 198 7 Annual
Meeting of the Decision Sciences Institute.
James Lesage, ecoi IOlllics. "Benchmarking
Nunerical Accuracy of Statistical Algorithms," in
Computer Science and Statistics.

Martha Rogers, marketing, "Faculty Advising
of Student Groups and Competitions: Why, for
Students and Institutions; How, for Faculty,"
pOOiistled in the colections of papers from the

12-15. Denver. Colo.

Seventh Amual ~Conference.

Ch."istDpher Mrut, psychology. Frelancls.
,..lteiface Between Computers and Psychology:

Thomas &ans. accoulting and management
infOI mation services. "The Impact of IASC
Accounting Stamds on~ and

Rldlard L W - R, interpersonal and public
COltlllU1icatio. has published Slclls for
Commc.nicatilg EffectNely, an~ and
improved edition of a book fonnerty tilled
Uldeistadng Speech Commi.nication Slclls,
desigl led to accol11llll1Y Commcnicating
Elfectively; also, "The Lycemi Movement in
Katiiill&ZOO 1 835-1860: CtJlu'lll Heart of
~1. - in Richard J. Jensen and JoM
Hammemack, eds., In Sean:h of Justice: The
hdiarJa Tndtion in Speech CommulicatJion;also.
had the speech he presented to the University
chapter ot the Golden Key National Honor
Society, '"Second Wild: Capitaizing On Ycu
F~ Creative Potential," published in the
speedH:cxnnulic textbook Principles of
Speech Colmxnication. 1 Olh Brief Edition.

c.

Dan Weilbaker, marketing, "An Experiential
Approach to Teaching Sales Management A
Case Study" in Marlceting: Meeting the
Chale igesofthe 1990's.

Warren Hauck, management. "Productivity
Improvement at Branch Banks." in National

Productivity Review.
Deborah C. Simmons, special education,
co-authored "LD Children's Comprehension of
Selected Textual Features: Effects of Proximity
of Information" in Leaming Disability Quarterly,
Vol. 10, No. 3.

Mohammad B. Dadfar, computer science.
"Power Series Solution to a Simple Pendl.bn
With Oscilating Support,·· in SIAM Jounal of
AppliedMath, Vol. 47. No. 4. August 1987;
also, presented "Analysis of the POWl!I' Series
Solution ot the Forced van der Pol~. "at
the SIAM 35th Anniversary Meeting, Oct

Toward a Psychok>gy of Computerization,"
in ConpJters in HllllBll Bellavior.

Helene M. Weinberger, educational
curric:IAum and instruction, The BGSU UnNersity
Supervisor, a new manual for coordinating the
activities of University faculty who supervise
student field experiences in elementary and
secondary classrooms.

CollSistecicy of lntemati0i181 ~ting
Repotting Practices... in The International
.lotsnal of Accomting.

ScMr•.

Chartolla
edi rational curricult.m
and instruction, is the editor of SIGTE &*m for
Teacher Educalots published by the
International Cooocil for Computers in
Edi cation. She also authored ..A Computer
Component for Methods Classes: Software
Awaeiiess and Evaluation W0111shops" which
appeaied in the JtAy/August/September issue.

Robert J. Yonbr, edicational ICUldations
and inquiry, "The High School and Beyond
Cognitive Test: Evidence of Criterion-Relat
Vaidity" in Educational and Psychological
lt.feaslsement.

Bmer Spreitzer and Eldon E. Snyder, both of
sociology, "~tional Frt and
Leisure Oi iE!i •talion as Related to Life
SatisfactiCll 1," in JoumaJ of Leisure Research,
Vol. 19,No.2, 1987.

Kim A. Smith, radio-TV-f*1l, "Effects of
Newspaper Coverage on Community Issue
Concerns and Local Government EvalualionS. ··
in Communication Research. Vol. 1 4, August
1987.

Ron Partin, educational foundations and
inquiry, "MinimiZing Classroom Interruptions," in
The Clearing House tor the Ccntemporary
Educator in Middle and Secondary Schools. Vol.
61. No. 1. September 1987.
Pamela C. Allison, health, physical education
and recreation. "What and How Preservice
Physical Education Teachers Observe During an
Early Field Experience,'' in Research Ouarterly
tor Exercise and Sport, Vol. 56. No. 3.
September; also "What Preservice Physical
Education Teachers See in an Unguided Field
Experience: A Follow-Up Study ... in Joumal of
Teaching in Physical Education. Vol. 7. No. 1.
October 1967.
Gerald L Sacldlemire, coUege student
personnel. ''To What Degree Are You Willing to
Go?" in Campus Activrties Programming. His
article is the first in a coDection of four articles on
professional preparation.
Susan J. Gnron, health, physical education
and recreation. "Mentoring for Faculty
Development in Higher Education: A Woman's
Perspective," in Thresholds .in Education. Vol.
13, No. 3, August 1987. She also colaborated
with Beatrice Gorton, health, physical education
and recreation. in writing-A Biomechanical
Analysis of the Running Pattern of Blind AlNetes
in the 1QO-M Dash, .. in Adapted Physical ActMty
Ocaterly, JiJy 1 987.

lllchael Rutatt8r, communication disorders
and heailll and tunan services, "co-wrote with
Slephen B. Hood. University of South Alatana,
"Sin1>le Motor and Phol letllic Processing
Reactio11 Tmes of EJderty Scibjeds.- in The
.lotsnal ol Audloty R!ISS ch. Vol. 26.
Ronald E. s.noy, twsmry. "Hoe Shifting
East African Stbsistl!lrca ~. in Singapore JotxnB/ of Tropics/ GeogrBJ)lly, Vol .

Qjtiyation in

8.
R. Emil Lam, library information services. and
Kalman Szekely, emeritus professor. library
and leamng rescuces. '"BlaClcs in Telewision: A
selective, Al• IOtated Billogi aptly. - in JoumaJ of
PopdarFimandTeletiision. Vol. 14. No. 4.
Winter 1 987.

s.

Phlllp II. Royster, etl'ilic studies, "The Cuse
II in the C.illbem1: Pt.pose and
Theme in Lindsay Barrett's Song for Munu."
Obsidiilwl I: Bllicii- L.it9nllue in Review. Sm1l'ner
1 987. Vol. 2. No. 2; also. '"Black Orpheus- in
Cottonwood. Coolempon•y Bllicii- Writers:
Celebicditig f 24 Yeas of Karsas
Slalehood; also. "Orpheus Ascending, l.snentsin Cottonwood. Conlei•IJlOI•) Bllicii- Miter$
Celebiatiig 125 Ye.ss of Ka1S8S
Slatehood;lllso. "Let's Play" in Obsdm1 R; also,
"Again to he Light- in Obsdm1 I.

c:J C., 'IM

Presentations continued
11. Nell Browne, economics. presented "The
Potential Unity of Critical TIWNlg and Values
Analysis" at the Lily Conference on Teaching.
Miami University, Oxford. Nov. 14.

Cheryl Dldham, field experiences, presented
"Enhancing Teacher Classtooin Awareness
Through a Computefized Supervisory Feedback
System" at the Association of Teacher
Education Sumier W0111shop, Buffalo. N. Y..
Aug. 2·5.
Gary Heu, history. presented the paper "The
United States and the Estabislment of the
Southeast Asia Treaty Organization, 1954·55,"
to the Society for Historians of American Foreign
Relations. Annapolis, Md .• JI.Ile 198 7.

Berbua A. Bauer, college student personnel
aiitjt learner focus. presented "Facililaling Adult

case

L..eaming in Graduate Programs: A
Study
Approach" al the Midwest Resea<ch to Practice
Conference in Adult and Continuing Education at
Michigan State University, East Lansing, Mich ..
Oct. 9; also, presented "The Adult l.elwnerS On
Campus: How Do We Serve Them?" at the
National Conference of the American
Association for Adult and Continuing Education.
in Washington, D.C .• Oct 24.

Cheryl l>Mttwn, coordnator of field
experiences for the Colege of Education and
Alied Professions. presented ''The BGSU
Credential Portfoio" at the Ohio fleld 0..-ectoc's
Forwn, in Colunbus. Oct. 16; also, presented
"Teacher Expectations·· The Self-Fulf6ng
Prophecy" at the Mary Sheeley Coooci of the
International Reading Association of Putnam

Coc.nty at Glandorl Elementary School,
Glandorl. Nov. 10.

Dan C. Wellbaker, marketing, presented "An

Expetimental Approach to Teaching Sales
Management: A Case Study.·· at the Southem
Marketing Association Annual Meeting, New
Orleans, La., Nov. 3-7. This presentation was
also published in Marlceting: Meeting the
ChalengeS of the 1990S.

Robelt Selig, history. presented "Johann
Heinrich Christian von Stuempel. the Board of
Trade and the Gennan Settlers of Hard labor
Creek, South Car<>Wla I 1764)" at the Western
Conference on British Studies. Lincoln. Neb.•

Raymond F. Barker, marketing, presented
"lnterviewerS Evaluate Questionnaires.·· at the
Southern Marketing Association Amual
Meeting. NewOrleans, La., Nov. 3-7. This
presentation was also published in Marice ting:
Meeting the Chalenges of the 1990S.

Kenneth Klple, history. presented "Beriberi
and Blacks in America's Plantation Societies" at
CAGONTIELDAAG Conference at Windsor,
Ontario. Oct. 1 6-17.

Dawn McCaghy and Wiiiiam Schurk, both in
libraries and learning resources. presented
"Rosie the Riveter: The Image of Working
Women in Popular Song," at the North Central
Women's Studies Association Regional
Conference. Akron, Nov. 7.
Edward J. O'Donnell, food operations.
presented "Developing Adjunct Cash
Operations.·· at a National Association of College
and University Food Services conference,
Northern Illinois University. DeKalb. W.. Oct.
26-28
John C. LaMZZI, art. presented "New Ancient
Corinth," at the 65th Annual Meeting of the Ohio
Classical Conference. Toledo. Oct. 22.
Donald F. Nelson, German. Russian and East
Asian languages. presented ''As the Lights Go
Out: Hermann Hesse's Thoughts on Aging and
Death," at the International Psychohistorical
Association Conference, Hunter College. New
York. June 10-12.
Edward Schwerkolt, visual communication
and technology. presented a lecture/slide show
on "The History of Printing" at the monthly
meeting of the Plant Printing Management.
Toledo, April 26.
Patricia King, college student personnel.
presented "Student Values and Expectations:
What Are the University's Responsibitities?" at
Bradley University, Peoria, IU., Aug. 19, where
she was the keynote speaker at the opening day
conferences. Also. presented ''Teaching Critical
Thinking to College Students: How Do You
Know When You Don't Know for Sure?'" at the
Dominican College Faculty Conference.
Orangeburg, N.Y., Aug. 26.
Sangjin Yoo, accounting and management
information systems. and Kyoo H. Kim,
eco11omics. presented" A Computer Based
Model for High-Tech Bu-,'ing Decision Making:
Applyilg Goal Progianvning Approach." at the
Pan-Pacific Conference IV: A Business.
Economic and Technological Exchange. Taipei,
Taiwan, May 17-20.

Ralph C. SL John, applied statistics and
opes atious research. presented "Partial Least
Squares ... American Statis1ical Association,
Cleveland Chapter, Nov. 4.

Oct. 29-31.

Bernard Stemsher, history. presented "Two
Views of Eisenhower: Robert A. Divine and Piers
Brendon" at the Duquesne History Forum.
Duquesne University. Pittsburgh, Penn .• Oct.
31.

Gary Hess. history. presented "Eisenhower
and SoutheaSt Asia: 'Holding Action' Oiplomacy"
at the Duquesne History Forum. Duquesne
University. Pittsburgh, Penn .• Oct 31 .
John Howe, geology. presented "An
American Zebra· 'EQUUS (Dolichohippus)
shoshonensis''' co-authored with Deborah
Berger, at i'le 47th Annual Meeting of the
Society of Vertebrate Paleontology, Tucson.
Ariz .• Oct. 22-24.
Leslie J. Chamberlin, colege of education
and alied professions. presented "Developing
Responsible Chidren and Their Work Habits" at
the Erie Cotalty Education Symposium, Perkins
High School, Nov. 17.

Nora Uu, health. physical education and
recreation, presented "Somatotypes of
Premenarcheai Athletes and Non-Athletes" at
the 20th Annual Canadian Association of Sport
Sciences Meeting, Lake Louise. Alberta. Oct.
6-10.
Robert Selig, history. presented "The Plight
of Servants in Eighteenth Century Franconia"
and was chair of a session ··1nteDectuai Trends in
Central Europe Around the Tum of the 20th
Century" at the European Studies Conference.
Omaha, Neb .• Oct. 8-10.

Joyce A. Blinn, academic
enhancement/study skiRs lab, presented "A
Comparison of the Leaming Strategies of
Si iccesstui and Underprepared Colege
Students" (chaired by Clifford Brooks.
education. etmc:Uum and instruction) and "The
Use of Student Mentors to Help Academically
Underprepared Students Succeed in Science ...
at the 31st Colege Reading Association Annual
Conference, Baltimore, Md .• Oct. 29-31.

Richard L Wener U. interpersonal and public
commooication. and Howanl w. Cotrell,
instructional media center. presented
"Destructive Dialogue: Negative Sell·Ta1k and
Effective Imaging.·· at the annual convention of
the Speech Comnulication Association,
Boston. Mass .• Nov. 7. We<rter ch<D"ed two
other iaielS at the convention.

n-aas Ander-. geography. presented
-Gec>politics in the C8ribbean and its Impact on
Future L.eadelship" at the CCII ibbean leadership
conference. Sept. 9.
Frank llcKenna, poitical science, presented
"A Study of Community DeYelopment Block
Grants in Ohio: Prefminafy Report" and
"Changing Polcies in lntergCJ'Jemmental
Assistance for Local Public Wor1<s: The Case ot
OtW>" with Curt B. 5edlU, poitical science. at
the AIYlual Region VI Conference of the
~Society for

Public Administration.

Spmgfield, llinois. Nov. 4-7. Also. McKema
presented "lnterfamg Education and Training
Progams in Public Administration" and
co-ainvened a Regional Membership
De-<elopment W0111shop with Debra Martin,
Ga iesee Coc.nty Community Mental Health.
Flint, Mich. He wil serve as general conference
chair for the annual conference in 1988 which
wit be held in Toledo.
Gregg DeCrane, student affairs, presented
the keynote address ..Student Leadership in
Today's Residence Hals" at the North Atlantic
Association of College and University Residence
Hals, Syracuse University. Oct. 30-31. Healso
conducted a wOf1lshop on "Recruitment and
Retention of Members" at the opening session
on "Getting the Most from a Conference." The
conference was attended by more than 500
students and advisefs representing 1 2 states
and more than 50 campuses.

Robert A. Holmes, legal studies. presented
several two-day seminars sponsored by the

National Association of Purchasing
Management. Basic Purchasing Law seminars
were presented May 25-27 to the Certainteed
Corp. in V<Jley Forge. Pa.; Aug.6-7 in Memphis
and Nov. 12-13 in New York City. Advanced
Purchasing Law Seminars were presented June
1·2 in New Orleans and Oct. 15-16 in New York
City. Healso presented .. How to Develop
Affirmative Action Plans for Minorities. Females.
Handicapped and Verterans" to the Employers
Association of Toledo. JiJy 14; also presented a
seminar on the U.S. Supreme Courts' View's on
Affirmative Action. Sept. 15. Also. presented the
lecture on "Constitutional Interpretation: Original
and Historic Intent v. Evolving lntenr to nine
various organizations between May and
October. In addition. he participated in a WTVG
Chamel 13 debate on the Constitutional
Bicentennial. and was interviewed on the topic in
a half-hour program on WJYM.

The 12th Annual Midwestern Teachers of
Educational Psychology Conference was held at
the University in Oct. Peter Wood and Richard
Burke, educational foundations and inquiry.
served as hosts and program chairs. During the
conference, James Davidson, educational
foundations and inquiry. presented "Changes in
Self-Perception Under Stress," John N-by.
educational foundations and inquiry. presented
"The Effects of a Lecture Rating Scale on the
Perceptions of Students:" Ronald Partin,
educational foundations and inquiry.
collaborated with Dean Meinke of the University
of Toledo. on the workshop ''Teaching Tune
Management to Educators." In addition, SteYen
Russell, special education, and Michael
O'Loughlin, Jane Wolfe, Rita Keefe,
GenewieYe Stang, Tom Bennett, Newby and
Davidson, served as panel moderators.
Geoffrey C. Howes, German. Russian and
East Asian languages, presented "Essayism in
Elias Canettfs Masse und Macht... at the
Kentucky Foreign Language Conference.
Lexington. Apri 1 987 ,; also, "Emerson's Image
in Tim-of-the-Century Austria: The Csses of
Kassner. Freidel and Musa at the Second
Amual SymposUTI on Twentieth Century
Austrian Literature and Cultt6e. at the University
of califomia at Riverside. May 1987; also. "Zurn
literarischen Gebrauch der Sprache der
Wai.scheinichkeitheorie bei Musa at the

International Robert Musi Summer Seminar.
Klagenfurt. Ausbia. September 1987.

Franc:n Ponic:, librllry and learning
re50U'ces, presented "Czech Literature for
Children .xi Young Adults," at~ lglliWn
Cl.ltu"al Center. Toledo Public Library. Oct. 1 3.
Bruce Smith, geography. and John
Hittner, geography/gerontology, presented "The
Stability ot Localy-Owned Manufacttrng Plants
in Northwestern Ohio" and ''The Status of High
Tech lndustrieS in Ohio- 1979 and 1 985" at the
annual mee!Wlg of the East Lakes Division ot the
Association of AmericanGeographers. Windsor.
Ontario. Oct. 17.
llich8el Franklln, art therapy pr~.
presented ..Art. Process and Self·Esteern" at
the~ Art Therapy Association National
Convention. Nov. 7.
Briant Hamor Lee, theater. presented "Mail
Order Historical Pageants: The JoM B. Rogers
Company of Fostoria, Ohio" at the International
Symposium on Popular Entertainment, Graduate
Center. City University of New York, Oct. t 1.
Some of the material was published in Ohio
Theatre Alliance J0tl08l. Vot 1 • No. 1 • Apri
1987.
Joan Repp, access services. presented
"Managing Change in a Changing World" at the
Fifth Quadrennial Conference of the Midwest
Federation of Library Associations. Indianapolis,
Indiana, Nov. 6.

Martha Rogers, marketing. presented "Up in
Smoke: Fifty Years of Cigarette Advertising in

,,._Gonion. jOl.malism, $2,873 from the
National Press Photogi aphers Association. fa
fining for a graduate assistant to serve as a
researcher/writei' for News Photographer
magazine di.mg the spring semester.
Aol9r'I Berns .xi Don Bright, bolh of
business edi!Clltion, $36,323 from the Ohio
Department ot Education. a renewal for the
Teacher Education in Business, Office and
Marketing Education in business education.
Dale W. Smith, physics Sld as11011omy, $659
from the Americ51 AsVol IOIT'ical Society. to
provide travel exper ses to McDonald
Observatory where obserYationS wil be made to
measxe the visible reflectiol is of several smal
outer satelltes of Jupiter.

iiClll1 Pugh. sociology. $81.914 from the
Uhio Board of Regents, to streligthen research
and ins1ruction in applied demography.

n-a Attig. phiosophy. $96.188 from the
Ohio Board of Reoents. to l!l•'lallCe the applied
philosophy prog1 au.
118rpnit lshler, education. $31 .329 from
the Ohio Depab1ient of Edi cation for
implemen!Wlg a teacher edication program
di.ring the 1987-88 academic year.
Douglas c. Heckers, chelTistry, $25,000
from the National Science Foundation, a

S14lPlement f()( affinity photoSenSitizal.
Also,$4, 735 from the Department of Health and

Hunmi Services National cancer Institute. to
assist with the pudl3se ot an ISCO
instrunentation system needed for
~ sem;.pepaative scale work in
research for partiC:ta tumor therapies.

Kennell! Klple, history, $2,000 from
Cambi idge University Press. to support the
pOOlistling of a large reference work on the
history and geogiaphy of hlman disease-

Deenna R8deloff, home ecocKJmics, $40, 796
from the Ohio Depabnern of Rt.cation. a
r8MW8I of special services in vocatiol ial home
eca IOl'llics. Also. $11 .660. a renewal la
teacher education/vocat home ecocKJmics
tranng services.
Reginald Hobie, biological sciences, $1.489
from the U.S. Envirol mes ital Protection Agency.
for additiolial fining for completion of the report
covering the methods in Del ldl ochi 01 IOlogical
analysis which have been dl!'veloped by Ors.
Shiatov and Blum-the leading Soviet Union
scientislS in Del ldi ochi Ol IOiogy-and the
methods delieloped by Arizona State university
and the University of Arizona.

Herbert J. GleMberg, COllllTU'licati
disorders. $12. t 56 from the Ohio Legislative
Service Conmssion. for conducting 84
prevalence screening field tests in Wood County
districts. and 437 tests in districts outside of
Wood Coc.nty. Pupils in these districts wil be
tested to meas...-e language, voice. fluency.
articUation and hearing proficiency.

G. Comar Duncan, physics and astronomy.
$ 1 2.004 from OtW> State University Research
FOWldation, for computer simulations which
employ the techniques of numerical general
reiativity and are faciilated by a link between the
University and the Ohio Supercomputer Center.
Winifred O. Stone. GraduateColege,
$51 .600 from the U.S. Department of
Education. forthe Patricia Roberts Harris
Graduate Study Fellowship Program.

James Lesage, economics. "A Leading
Indicator Model for Ohio SMSA Employment," in
Growth and Change.
Gerald Saddlemlre, educational college
student personnel, co-authored "Student Affairs
and Services" in Higher Education-Bibliography

Benjamin N. Muego, political science at
Firelands. presented an invited and refereed
paper. ''The P!Dppines in Transition" at a
symposium on changing Asia. at the University
of Western Michigan, Kalamazoo, Mich .. April 8;
also. ctmed a panel on the Philippines and
presented a refereed paper "Factionalism and
Dissension Wrthin the Armed Forces of the
Phmppines" at the 39th Annual Meeting of the
Association for Asian Studies, Boston. Ma.. April
10.

Em>n S. Collins, libraries and learning
resources. "Minibiblia Geographia" in 5peciaJ
Library Associaaon, Geography and Map
[];vision Buletin.

Tsuneo Akaha, political science, presented
"Internalizing International Law: Japan and the
Regime of Navigation under the UN Convention
on the Law of the Sea." at the annual meeting of
the American Political Science Association,
Cticago, II .. Sept. 3-6; presented ''The Political
Economy of Japanese Security Policy ... at an
international =ference on the Role of Small
and MedUn Powers in the International AJiance
System ... Acadia University. Nova Scotia. Oct.
18-21.

Greg Brownell, educational curriculum and
instruction. presented ··Computer Education in
the Schools K TlYough 8: ShoUd the OPMA Be
lnvolved7' at the 6th Annual Information
Systems Education Conference. San Francisco.

Caif.. Nov. 1 .

Allbert Conner, psychology, $120,515 from
the Ohio Board of Reoents. to strengthen the
cinical psychology doctoral program.

.-.ii lld'lllsl. graduate studies in business,
$5,000 from the Clement 0. Miniger Memorial
Fculdalion, to fund a Miniger scholar.
Don Bright, business eQ cation, $4,371 from
the OtW> Depa b11et at of Education Vocational
Education. for services to be
provided by the University of Toledo in the
preservice training of one-year certificated

n career

teachers from business and industry. and
inserVlce education of exper iel iced YOCational
ectua1tion personnel; also, $3,849 from the
Ohio Department ot Education Division of
Vocatiolial Education for marketing and
distrilution ot the '"Mar1cemg Matke!WlgM
teleconference including ful videotape
duplication and re-use of the program within the
State of OtW>.

llartln Myers, special education. $500 from
the OtW> Association of Gifted Coordinators. for
a study of reliabiity and validity of peer
assessment. Myers is a graduate assistant in
EOSE and is this year's recipient of the George
Fichter Award--Ohio Association of Gifted
Coordinators.
Ctvtatopher Dunn, graduate college, $5,439
from the U.S. Depar1ment of Justice, for funding
for the National Conference on Punishment for

Crminal Offenses.

Jong S. Yoon, biological &ciences. $67 ,300
from the National Science Fooodation, for the
ttWd year of support l.nder a ndew five-year
commitment to the operation of the NDSRC at
the University which maintains a colection of
Drosop/Wa.
W. Robert Midden, chemisby. $5,000 from
The JoM Hopkins University. to support
research into the chemical modificalionS of DNA
induced by ultraviolet radiation.
ArthurBrecher,chemistry. $21 ,499 from the

Medical Colege of Ohio as partial salary support
in his research at MCO.

Plelro Badia, psychology. $27. 909 from
Fragance Research FUl'ld, Ud., for research
focused on responsibivity to olfactory stimulation
in sleep and the effects of various fragrances on
the quaity of sleep.
Chariff J. Cranny, psychology, $5,950 from
the Michigan Muriicipal League. for fl#lding of a
psychology assistant who wil be in training
either directly or in<Wectly at the league.
Marilyn Shrude and Richard Jama. musical
arts,$750 from Arts Midwest. $7 ,665 lrom the
OtW> Arts Counci-Media Projeci and $3, 932
from the Ohio Arts Counci to supplement the
8th Annual New Music and Art Festival.

Bruce Smith, cooperative ed41Cation.

S12.807 from the U.S. [)epar1ment of
Ea ication to exparid and improve the on-campus
and off-campus promotion of the Cooperative
Eoication Progam.
Ctvtatopher Dunn, Graduate College.
$3,500 from the AUnni FOl6ldation to support a
lmted nurrber of independent student research ·
projects sponsored by a par1icipating
department and supervised by a faruty adviser.

" - a P. l.euge, ecxiuon»cs, $9,5 t O from
the University of Toledo for W1g the Bayesian
pooling procedure to forecast payrol growth in
al eight metropoitan areas of Ohio.

Robert Guion. psychology. $9,000 from the
American Psychological Association, to
supplement the JocrnaJ of Applied Psychology.

lllctuiel llloole, conthuing education,
S 1 .000 from the Ohio Humanities Council to
assist in bmging Shozo Sato. artist-in-residence
at the University of llinois. to Bowling Green tr.e

BruceC. Klopfenstein, radio-TV·film, S1 ,500
from The Kaltenbom FOl.ndation. to supplement
research on VCR user behavior.

week of Feb. 6-12 to interpret Japanese ctJlture
and promote greater east-west understanding to
selected groups in the city.

Douglas Neckera. chemistry. $134.672 from
the Ohio Board of Regents, to fl.Wld the Center
for Photochemical Sciences.

Ellen F. Paul, Social Philosophy and Policy
Center. $51 .8391rom the National Endowment
for the Ht.manities, to inform the general public
about the history. current status. and future
prospects for the protection of property and
conuactuai liberties under the Federal

c.rney Strange, COlege Student Personnel,
$42 .622 from the Ohio Board of Regents, to
establish a graduate curricuk.m.

Constitution.

Publications

Research in Marketing. Michigan State
University, Lansing, Mich .• Apri 23-26. This
presentation was also published in Marlceling in
Three Eras.

Philip G. Terrie, English and .American
Studies. presented "A Mixture of Motives: The
Adirondack Forest Preserve and the 1 91 5 New
York Constitutional Convention" at the annual
meeting of the American Studies AssociabOn in
New York, November 1987. He also has
published "John Muir on Mount Ritter" A New
Wilderness Aesthetic·· in The Pacific
Historian.31. Spring 1987.

Heoclealeontla, chemistry, $19,485 from
Research Corporation, to explore the structure
and fUl'ICtional role of SS ribosomal RNA.

Faculty/Staff

America." at the Third Conference on Historical

Grants
•

Patricia A. Cunningham, home economics.
$750 from the National Endowment for the
~.to provide overseas travel support
for the book-length study focusing on dress
reform particularty the artistic aspects of reform
movements in Britain, E...-ope and North America
between 1850and t920.

Deb Heineman, fnancial aid and student
employment, presented "Financial Aid: The Lost
Piece of the Puzzle," at the 1987 FaD
Conference of the Ohio College Personnel
Association. Toledo.

Faculty/Staff

Chan Hahn. 11111mgement. $56, 700 from the
Ohio Board of Regents, to ei •'1a11ce the
productions/mal 111111 iagement nptogi"'"""•""'m.

Grants continued

Yearbook 1987.

Willard Misfeldt, art. review of Tessot by
Ctristopher Wood. in Burlington Magazine. JiJy.
The Burfngton is one of England's top art
periodicals.
Donald K. Enholm, interpersonal and public
communication. and DaYid C. Skaggs, history.
and W. Jeffrey Welsh,F.-elands. co-authored
"Origins of the Southern Mind: The Parochial
Sermons of Thomas Cradock of Maryland.
1744-1770.'' in Quarterly Journal of Speech.
Vol. 73.

Mary Jo Kane, physical education and
recreation. "The 'New· Female Athlete: SociaBy
Sanctioned Image or Modern Role For Women?''
in Journal of Medicine and Sport Science, JiJy
1987.
Dennis II. Anderson. political science,
"Toledo's Blind Alley and the Need for PR," in
The CR:innati Review of Politics and the Arts.
Summer 1987.

Stuart Keeley and Neil Browne. psychology
and ecoc IOl"llics, "How College Seniors
Operatiol 131ize Critical Thinking Behavior." in
Colege Student Jocrnal.
l.auni Ltm111thal and Barbee Mynatt, both of
computer science. "Components of Typical
Undefgraibde Software Engineemg Courses:
ResaAts from a Survey, - in IEEE Transactions on
Software Engineering, 1987; also, "Stalking the
Typical Undergaduate Software Engineering
Couse: ResUts from a Survey... in Software
EngjJeeting tnstmJte Conference oo Software
Engineering Education, Spring 1987; also.
"Profile of Undergraduate Software Es igSieemg
Cou'ses: ResaAts from a Survey." in ACM
SIGCSE &Aetin. 1 987.
Barbee Mynatt, computer science. and KN.
MacFartane, "Advanced Olga lizers in Computer
1nS1ructian Manuals: Are They Effective'< in
~lnteraction-lnfenlct '87; also.
with KH. Smith and A. K.amouri. ~Way to
Coqiuter Literacy. Progi a111il og or Ail9ic atiOl is
ExpeiielrcaT in lntemational.Joumal of
Man-Machine Slides; also with KH. Smith and
A. Tykodi. "Effect of BackgroU1d on the Form
and Content ot Questions, - in OiiesW.lliig

£cclatge.
l.aunl i.-thal, ~er science.
"Discou:se RIAes in Progi a11 Compl ehei ISioc 1:
Emeigeiice

ot a Construct Affoida ices Ruler

in Himsn-ComputerlntenJction-lnten '87.

Richard D. tto.e, associate Vice p esident for
academic affairs and geology. co-authored with
Alyn G. Smith. Palezoic Polyplacopho<a: A
aieclmt and Bb/ioglaphy, which assembles al
desCI iptiOl is and i:U>ist1ed relei es ices through
1985 COllCeliilig fossi chilDns found in rocks of
Palezoic age (600 rilior1 to 230 n6ln years
ago) in Great Britain. continental Europe and
Nof1h America.

Patrice Werner, educational curriculum and
instruction, "Early Readers: Important Emotional
Considerations," in TheReaarng Teacher. Vol.
40,No.6.
Benjamin N. Mu ego, political science.
F.-elands. ''The View From the Youth Sector." a
chapter in the Carl H. Lande book. Rebuilding a
Nation: Philippine Chalenges and American
Policy.
Leslie J. Chamberlin, professor emeritus of
educational administration and supervision.
wrote Chapter 6, "La Disciplina Come

Conduzione Della Sculoia E Dela Classe
Scolastica" ("Discipline as School and
Classroom Management") of the book La
Disciplina Nella Scuola: Problemi E Prospettive,
(Discipline in the School: Problems and
Perspectives]. The book will be used throughout
Italy as a staff development text in the area of
school discipline.
Richard L Weawar 11, interpersonal and public
communication and Howard W. Cotrell,
instructional media center. ''The Personafized
Teacher's Manual (PTM): Invaluable Asset in
Teaching Large Courses, .. in The Ohio Speech
Jourr.al, Fa.I 1987.

Dolores Black, HPER. collaborated with Laura

Kratz, HPER professor emeritus, and Louis Tutt.
superintendent of the Missouri School for the
Blind, in writing Movement and Fundamental
Motor Skils for SenSO<y Deprived Children. The
book focuses on physical activity and
fundamental motor skills for hearing and visuaDy
inpaired children; Black also is serving as
editorial adviser for Access America: An Atlas of
the Nabonal Parks for VISitors with Disabiities.
The 480-page atlas is the first of its kind to
evaluate park features and programs in
relationship to their accessibiity to visitors with a
wide spectrum of disabilities. The atlas will be
pubistled in the spring.

Marvaret I shier, educational curriculum and
instruction, Dynamics of Effective Teaching.
Thomas D. Anderson, geography, "Progress
in the Democratic Revolution in Latin Amenca:
Country Assessments. 1987 ... in Joumal of
lnteramerican Studies and World Affairs. Spring
1987.

Kyoo Kim, economics, "A Note on
Non-Positive Demoeconomic FluctualionS with
Positive Measure" in Economic Letters.
William Miller, rtbrary and learning resources.

"Causes and Cures for Inaccurate Reference
Work" in The Journal of Academic Librarianship.
May 1987: also, "Night of the l..Mng Dead
Books" in Reference Services Review. Vol. 1 5,
No.2.
F. Scott Regan, theater, "Don't Bet on the
Prince,'' in Youth TheatreJoumal. Spring 1987;
also. '"Puppets and Props in Performance." for
the American Association of Theatre for Youth.
Chicago. August 1967.
Ray Barker, marketing. "Interviewers Evaluate
Questionnaires" in Marlceting: Meeting the

Challengesofthe 1990's.

S. SalrthiYel, accounting and management
information systems, ''Verifying the Correctness
of Information Systems Using Prolog Interpreted
Petri Nets ... and "Project Management Using
Petri Nets." in Proceedngs of the 198 7 Annual
Meeting of the Decision Sciences Institute.
James Lesage, ecoi IOlllics. "Benchmarking
Nunerical Accuracy of Statistical Algorithms," in
Computer Science and Statistics.

Martha Rogers, marketing, "Faculty Advising
of Student Groups and Competitions: Why, for
Students and Institutions; How, for Faculty,"
pOOiistled in the colections of papers from the

12-15. Denver. Colo.

Seventh Amual ~Conference.

Ch."istDpher Mrut, psychology. Frelancls.
,..lteiface Between Computers and Psychology:

Thomas &ans. accoulting and management
infOI mation services. "The Impact of IASC
Accounting Stamds on~ and

Rldlard L W - R, interpersonal and public
COltlllU1icatio. has published Slclls for
Commc.nicatilg EffectNely, an~ and
improved edition of a book fonnerty tilled
Uldeistadng Speech Commi.nication Slclls,
desigl led to accol11llll1Y Commcnicating
Elfectively; also, "The Lycemi Movement in
Katiiill&ZOO 1 835-1860: CtJlu'lll Heart of
~1. - in Richard J. Jensen and JoM
Hammemack, eds., In Sean:h of Justice: The
hdiarJa Tndtion in Speech CommulicatJion;also.
had the speech he presented to the University
chapter ot the Golden Key National Honor
Society, '"Second Wild: Capitaizing On Ycu
F~ Creative Potential," published in the
speedH:cxnnulic textbook Principles of
Speech Colmxnication. 1 Olh Brief Edition.

c.

Dan Weilbaker, marketing, "An Experiential
Approach to Teaching Sales Management A
Case Study" in Marlceting: Meeting the
Chale igesofthe 1990's.

Warren Hauck, management. "Productivity
Improvement at Branch Banks." in National

Productivity Review.
Deborah C. Simmons, special education,
co-authored "LD Children's Comprehension of
Selected Textual Features: Effects of Proximity
of Information" in Leaming Disability Quarterly,
Vol. 10, No. 3.

Mohammad B. Dadfar, computer science.
"Power Series Solution to a Simple Pendl.bn
With Oscilating Support,·· in SIAM Jounal of
AppliedMath, Vol. 47. No. 4. August 1987;
also, presented "Analysis of the POWl!I' Series
Solution ot the Forced van der Pol~. "at
the SIAM 35th Anniversary Meeting, Oct

Toward a Psychok>gy of Computerization,"
in ConpJters in HllllBll Bellavior.

Helene M. Weinberger, educational
curric:IAum and instruction, The BGSU UnNersity
Supervisor, a new manual for coordinating the
activities of University faculty who supervise
student field experiences in elementary and
secondary classrooms.

CollSistecicy of lntemati0i181 ~ting
Repotting Practices... in The International
.lotsnal of Accomting.

ScMr•.

Chartolla
edi rational curricult.m
and instruction, is the editor of SIGTE &*m for
Teacher Educalots published by the
International Cooocil for Computers in
Edi cation. She also authored ..A Computer
Component for Methods Classes: Software
Awaeiiess and Evaluation W0111shops" which
appeaied in the JtAy/August/September issue.

Robert J. Yonbr, edicational ICUldations
and inquiry, "The High School and Beyond
Cognitive Test: Evidence of Criterion-Relat
Vaidity" in Educational and Psychological
lt.feaslsement.

Bmer Spreitzer and Eldon E. Snyder, both of
sociology, "~tional Frt and
Leisure Oi iE!i •talion as Related to Life
SatisfactiCll 1," in JoumaJ of Leisure Research,
Vol. 19,No.2, 1987.

Kim A. Smith, radio-TV-f*1l, "Effects of
Newspaper Coverage on Community Issue
Concerns and Local Government EvalualionS. ··
in Communication Research. Vol. 1 4, August
1987.

Ron Partin, educational foundations and
inquiry, "MinimiZing Classroom Interruptions," in
The Clearing House tor the Ccntemporary
Educator in Middle and Secondary Schools. Vol.
61. No. 1. September 1987.
Pamela C. Allison, health, physical education
and recreation. "What and How Preservice
Physical Education Teachers Observe During an
Early Field Experience,'' in Research Ouarterly
tor Exercise and Sport, Vol. 56. No. 3.
September; also "What Preservice Physical
Education Teachers See in an Unguided Field
Experience: A Follow-Up Study ... in Joumal of
Teaching in Physical Education. Vol. 7. No. 1.
October 1967.
Gerald L Sacldlemire, coUege student
personnel. ''To What Degree Are You Willing to
Go?" in Campus Activrties Programming. His
article is the first in a coDection of four articles on
professional preparation.
Susan J. Gnron, health, physical education
and recreation. "Mentoring for Faculty
Development in Higher Education: A Woman's
Perspective," in Thresholds .in Education. Vol.
13, No. 3, August 1987. She also colaborated
with Beatrice Gorton, health, physical education
and recreation. in writing-A Biomechanical
Analysis of the Running Pattern of Blind AlNetes
in the 1QO-M Dash, .. in Adapted Physical ActMty
Ocaterly, JiJy 1 987.

lllchael Rutatt8r, communication disorders
and heailll and tunan services, "co-wrote with
Slephen B. Hood. University of South Alatana,
"Sin1>le Motor and Phol letllic Processing
Reactio11 Tmes of EJderty Scibjeds.- in The
.lotsnal ol Audloty R!ISS ch. Vol. 26.
Ronald E. s.noy, twsmry. "Hoe Shifting
East African Stbsistl!lrca ~. in Singapore JotxnB/ of Tropics/ GeogrBJ)lly, Vol .

Qjtiyation in

8.
R. Emil Lam, library information services. and
Kalman Szekely, emeritus professor. library
and leamng rescuces. '"BlaClcs in Telewision: A
selective, Al• IOtated Billogi aptly. - in JoumaJ of
PopdarFimandTeletiision. Vol. 14. No. 4.
Winter 1 987.

s.

Phlllp II. Royster, etl'ilic studies, "The Cuse
II in the C.illbem1: Pt.pose and
Theme in Lindsay Barrett's Song for Munu."
Obsidiilwl I: Bllicii- L.it9nllue in Review. Sm1l'ner
1 987. Vol. 2. No. 2; also. '"Black Orpheus- in
Cottonwood. Coolempon•y Bllicii- Writers:
Celebicditig f 24 Yeas of Karsas
Slalehood; also. "Orpheus Ascending, l.snentsin Cottonwood. Conlei•IJlOI•) Bllicii- Miter$
Celebiatiig 125 Ye.ss of Ka1S8S
Slatehood;lllso. "Let's Play" in Obsdm1 R; also,
"Again to he Light- in Obsdm1 I.

c:J C., 'IM

Publications continued
lolldlael PNllOCI and Glenn Stoops, both
market.lg. ""Retail Salu'alion Model for the
Microcomputer... n Proceedings ot the 19s1
American Markeling Associa'ion Microcomputer
W°"'5hop.

Mohammad o.cffu, computer science.
'"Power Series Solution to a Simple Pendulum
with Oscilating Support, .. in SIAM J. Appied
Math.Vol. 47, No. 4, August 1987; also.
'"tnnan StandNd Code for Information
Interchange, .. n J. Ccmputer Sta>da"ds and
Interfaces.

Sangjln Yoo, accounting and management
information systems. with Sang Lee of the
University of Nebraska, '"Management Style and
Practice of Korean Chaebols."' in California
Management Review.

I.any R. Smith, F"orelands English and
tunaiities. two prose poems, '"Across the
Bridge."" and ·"The Story of Washing Dishes.""
in Epiphanies: The Prose Poem Now,
COOlberla!ld Books. 1987; also. edited and
introduced Best Ohio Fiction wi1h Laura Smith.
under a grant from the Ohio Arts Cot.ncil. The
story collection includes stories by Phiip F.
O'Connor. creative writing, and John O'Connor.

Pinter Pinto, management, with Vnce Mabert
of Indiana University, ""Production Batches in a
Repetitive Flexible Assembly System, .. in
Production and Inventory Management.
llllchael Rastatter. communication disorders,
'"Vocal Reaction Tmes of Stuttering Subjects to
Tac:Rstoscopical Presented Concrete and
Abstract Words: A Closer Look at Cerebral
Domil IBI ICe and language Processing ... in
JoumaJ of Speech and Hearing Research, Vol.
30. 1987.

Susan Petroshlus, market.lg. ""The Marl<emg
Research Prio ICiples Cowse: An Altemalive
Approach to the Client -Sponsored Project ... in
Developments in Mirie/ing Science.

s. Sakthlvel, accooomg and management
inlonnation 5e1Vices. ""Knowiedge Based
Support for System Vef'ificalion Dlri\g
Requirement MaJysis."" in Proceedings of the
Association tor Ccmputng Machinery

Carol E. Aldridge, art. '"An lntefView With Pat
OleszJlo... in Alt and Cinema

Conference.

Kyoo Kim, economics. ""Chap18' 16 Strategic
knplication of TrSlSllational Production Sharing
for the United States: An Empirical Study of the
"Newly lnduslriaized Comtries' of Asia'" n
International Management.

Pq>ulalion and Society Research Cen18',
co-authored '"Issues in Applied IJemo{Taphy• ••
Proceedings of the 1986 National Conference.
1987.

Ridlvd E. ...._, '"Grief, .. in Zone 3, Wnter
1987; also, '"Divining, .. and '"Shadows."' entered
in Black River ~wannual literary contest.
One won second prize and the othef' an
ho1101able mention: also. '"While You Packed,"" in
TheChrlstianScienceMcntor,Sept. 7, 1987;
also an article on Atrie Dilard in The JoumaJ of
EllOlutionaf}'Psychology, Fal 1987; also, a
book review on Robert Bly, by Richard P. Sugg,
in North Atlantic Review, Fal 198 7.
Wei Shih, BPl>ied statistics and operations
research. ··Modified Stepping-Stone Method as
a Teaching Aid for C<!pacitaled Transportation
Problems ..• in Decision Sciences.

Sangjln Yoo, accounting and management
infonnation systems, with Sang Lee, ..JIT
Production Can Rehabiitale Productivity in the
United States." in lntemaOOnaJJoumalof
Malagement.

Christophe1 llruk, F"•elands psychology,
1he Social Psychology of Computer Literacy
and Computerization, .. as a chapter in Social
Science and Computers. Spring 1988.
Frances PoYslc, library and learning
resol6ces. ""Slovenian Books for Children,"" in
Bookist. October 1987.

David A. Sinnson and J«ry W. Wiclts,

llWtha Rogers, mar1<emg. co-authored ··up
in Smoke: Fdly Years of Cigarette Advertising in
America,.. n Marke/ing in Three Eras.
Proceedngs ot the History of Marlceting
Conference, October 1987.
SriniYH R. Melkote, radio-TV·fim,

"Commurication Can Reduce Status Gaps in

Commes:·

in Media Development.
Vol. 34. 198 7; also, •. Biases n Development
Support Commtncalion: Revealing the
Comprehension Gap," in Gazette, Vol. 40,
1987.

Delielopiig

Albert C. Jur111111s, educational administration

and supervision. '"When the Words Come Back
to Haunt Defamation and the School
Administrator,'" in American Secondary
Education, Vol. 16, No. 2, 1987.

Robert B- Cooter, educational curriculum and
instruction and director of the Reading Center,
colaborated wi1h E. Sutton Flynt, Pitlsbu"gh
State University on .. A Survey of Reading Clinic
Diagnostic Reports: Coo-en! Trends and
Practices."" in Journal of Clinical Reading:
Research and Programs. Cooter also
collaboraled with D. Ray Reutzel, Brigham
Yoi.ig University. in writing ""Teaching Reading
Skils for Mastery," which was pubished in
Academic Therapy, November issue.

BarUer Brennan, legal studies, .,.he BusineSS
Judgment Rule in Evolution: Boards of Director.>
Under F"ore.·· in North Atlantic Regional 8usineSS
Law Review.
Marti Bennion, marXeling, ""Creating Channel
Dependence Through the Use of Mininun Order
Quantities.·· in International Journal of Physical
OislTibution and Materials Management.
Rex Klopfenstein, Jc., technology,
··Computered-Modeled Fimace for Process
Control Algoritlvn Expermentalion, .. in JoumaJ ot
Industrial Tecl'•IO/ogy, Summer 1987.
ll. Nell Browne, economics. co-authored with
JamH L Utwln, institutional studies, ""Critical
Think.ng in the SOciology Classcoom: Facilitating
Movement from Vague Objective to Explicit
Achievement," n Teaching Sociolgy, October
1987.
Michael Rutatter, Roger Colcold,
COllVllUlicalio disorders, and Catherine Loren
of the UIWefsity of Houston, ''VtSUBI Coding
Strategies and Hemisphere Dominance
Characteristics of Stutterers, .. in the Journal of
FluencyDisorders, 12, 1987.

Bernard Stemsher, history, "The HardinV and
Bricker RevolutionS: Party Systems and Voter
Behavior in Northwest 000. 1860-1982," in
Norlhwest Ohio Quarterly, Smvner 1987.
Dean A. Purdy, student affairs research and
evaluation, ··Autumn's Saturday Ritual: Elements

of Children's Participation in Youth League
Footbal,'' n Journal of Popular Culture, Spring
1987.
Thomas s. Edwards. doctoral candidate n
in a Strange Land:
The Frontier Letters of John and Anna Graves.''
n The Hayes Historical Journal. Sunvner 1987.
American Wlure,

··strangers

Faculty/Staff
Recognitions
Leslie J. Chamberlin, professor emeritus of
education. has been invited to chair an
ntemational meeting of editor.> of Educational
Management Journals to take place in Milano,
l1aly Jine 3-4. The conference title wil be "The
Educational Management Journals: Cooperation
in Dissemination.~ Also, he recently participated
in a National Cooicuklln Study Institute Program
al Atlanta. Ga. entitled "How Effective
Instructional Leaders Get Results.··
Robert Thayer, musical ar1S. has been elected
chairman of the Commission on
Non-Degree-Granting Institutions of the National
Association of Schools of Music. He wiB serve a

three-year term. As commission chairman. he
alsc will serve on the association's board of
directors.
Ray Browne, popular culture. was nominated
and will have a biographical sketch appear in
Who's Who in America. 45th edition.

Joan M.. Repp, access services. library and
learning resources. was awarded the Frank B.
Sessa Scholars.'1ip for Continuing Education by
the Beta Phi Mu International Library Science
Honor Society for 1987.
Burton Beerman, musical arts. pertormed with
the Composers Resources. Inc. of Atlanta during
National Arts Week, Nov. 15-22. While in
Atlanta. he also performed a rive. one hour ra<fJO
broadcast of his own works.

Betty nn der Smissen, health. physical
education and recreation, was selected by the
American Association of Expel iet 1tial Education
to receive the Kurt Hahn Award for conlJibutions
to the outdoor/advenlu"e/challel ige programs.
She is the first woman to receive the award,
which is named for the founder of Outward
Bouxf. The award was presented at the
association's national conference in Port
Townsend, Washington, where van der Smissen
presented the Kurt Hahn Lecture. Her talk was
entitled ""Celebrating Diversity... Nov. 14.
DaYid Drury, public relations and WBGU·TV,

Conservatory and perform concerts for the
Brussels Radio and Television Netwocks. After
doing work.shops for the local brass bands in
Brussels, he traveled to London for

developmental work on horns for Paxman of
Covent Garden. England. Upon returning to the
U.S.• he presented a workshop al Tennessee
Technical University. Dec. 4-6. Also, he
presented a iew.e recital in the O.M. T.A.
Conference held n Bowing Green. Nov. 6.
Ann Corrigan, Robert Spano and Pam Ryan.
al of musical arts. performed at the University cf
CR:inna1i College Conservatory of Music
Faculty Composers Concert, Nov. 10.
M.. Neil Browne, economiCS. was elected vice
president of the lntE:llectual Skils Development
Association; also, he presented with Stuart
Keeley, psychology, and Nancy Kubasel<, legal
studies, ""Developing Paper Assignments to
Promote lntelectual Skills, n and •. Assessment of
Critical Thinking Skills Using Essay Instruments"
al the Intellectual Skills Development
Conference. Kalamazoo, t.f."d'I .• Nov. 7.
·James Enns, who accepted a position in the
geology department las spring, is currently on
leave in Washington serving as a 1987-88
Congressional Science Fellow sponscred by the
Geological Society of Amenca. At the PhOenix
meeting, Evans presented a paper !ltted
-pa1eovegetalion study of an ancient.
rapidly·subSldirlQ. trop;cal to subtropical. aJlu.,.iaJ
basin."

Deb Heineman, Mancia! aid and student
employment. was elected as the Northwest
Regional Representative of the Ohio Association
of Student Financial Aid Administrators for the
1987-88 year.

served as master of ceremonies and moderator
for a Findlay Area Chamber of Commerce
seminar on media relations, Findlay, Oct 16.
Andreas Poulimenos, performance stu<fies.
played the part of MarceDow in the Toledo Opera
Association's production of Giacomo Puccini's
"'La Boheme."" Toledo. Oct 24.
Jack Santino and Ray Browne, both of
popular cclture, participated in a symposium on
"The Superhero in America.·· at the National
Museum of American History. Smithsonian
Institution, Oct. 31 -Nov. 1 . The symposium was
held in conjunction with lhe museum's current
exhibition "Superman: Many Lives. Many
Worlds."'

DaYid Elsass. educational ad."Tlinistration and
supervision. has been unanimously re-elected

Herbert Spencer, musical arts, went to
Brussels Nov. 11 to teach at the Royal

Ronllld Partin, education. has been appointed
coordinator of the newly-created Clearinghouse
on the TeactWlg of Psychological Consultation. a
service sponsored by the American Association
of Counselor Educators and Supervisors. Partin
wil coordinate a colection of course syllabi and
other teaching materials and resou"ces and
publish a catalog of avaiable items.

executive secretary of the Northwestern Ohio
Educational Research Council. He wil be
serving his second two-year term.

Betty Yllll de1 Smissen., HPER, has been
eiecled to the Board of Trustees of the National
Recreation and Park Association. She has also
been reappointed to the National Council on
Accreditation. a nine-member council whicf'I
evaluates and accredits university and college
recreation, leisure. and park resources curricula
Benjamin N. Muego, polrtlcal science at
Fa-elands. was recentty admrtted as a Felow of
the Inter-University Seminar on Armed Forces
and Society of the University of Chicago. The
Inter-University Seminar was founded in 1960
by Moms Janowitz. one of the wor1d"s leading
authorities on civil-military relations.

Robert Holmes, legal studies. was nominated
and is a subject of biographical record in Who ·s
IWlo in Amencan Law. Fifth Edition.
Barbara Lockard-Zimmerman, performance
studieS, was elected vice-president of
conventions of the National Opera Association
during its 33rd annual convention held in
November in Orlando, Fla. During the
conference she appeared on a panel and was in
charge of the 8th Annual NOA competition. She
alSc spoke on the panei ··opera for Youth'" en
:he topic of-lncorporatmg Opera in tile
Curriculum of Grades 1-12. ··In addil!on. she is a
member of the board cf Opera for You:h.

Margaret lshler, education. is one of 1 00
educators appointed to the Board of Examiners
of the National Council for Accreditation of
Teachef Education. She recently completed a
three-year term as chair of ATE's National Task
Force on the Induction Year and she is a past
president of the Ohio Association of Teacher
Education and from 1981-1 987 served as
executive secretary of both the QATE and the
Ohio Association of Colleges of Teacher
Education.

William Rock, history. chaired a session on
'"British Foreign Policy Before and After World

War I." commented on two papers on recent
Bntish elections at the Western Conference on
British Studies. Lincoln. Nebraska, Oct 30-31 .
In addition. he was named program chair of the
October 1988 Western Conference on British
Studies to be held in New Orleans.
Adelia Peters, education, has been selected
by the North American Association for
Environmental Education at its 1987-88
Continental Lecuer for the Environmental
StUlies Section. She will travel to coleges and
universities throughout North America to present
public lectures and classroom lectures. meet
with faculty and students. and in some cases
make supplemental presentations in area high
schools and for local environmental groups.
Denise M.. Trauth, radio-TV-film, has
completed a faculty intemsl'lip during spnng
semester of 1987 at the National Association of
Broadcasters (NAB) in Washington, D.C. She
;:>articipated in her intemsl'lip in the Research and
Planning Department of the NAB where she
conducted a study of current practices • • radio
sales.

The foUowing members of the geology
department participated in the 99th Annual
Meeting of the Geological Society of America
held in Phoenix, Az. .• Oct. 26·29: Joseph
Frizado, chaired a session of the International
Geological Correlation Program dealing with
computer applications and the chemistry of
igenous rockS; Charles Onasch presented a
paper on "'Microfractures and the deformational
history of a portion of the Appalachian Great
Valley;" Jay Parrish presented a paper.
CO-<!ulhored v.1th graduate student Martin
Cohen. '"Geophysical, biogeochemical. and
remote sensing study of an archaeological site.
Va:ley Forge National Historic Site. Valley Forge.
Pennsylvania...

Paul Mabra, performance studies, appeared
as a violin soloist with the Sandusky Fne Arts
Orchestra in a performance of .. Autumn"" from
the "Four Seasons,'" Nov. 8.

Sally Kilmer, home economics. was selected
to serve as the child development specialist on
the development team for a new PBS science
program entitled 'Wee Wonders."

Bowling Green Credit Union now
Glass City Federal Credit Union
University employees who were
members of the Bowling Green Credit
Union automatically became members of
!he Glass City Federal Credi: Union Jan.
1 . A vo!e oy the Bowling Green Credit
Union membership in September
approved a proposal merging the credit
union with Glass City Federal Cred't
Union.
Larry N. Hunter. president and general
manager of Glass City Federal Credit
Union. localed in Toledo. said the
Bowling Green Credit Union ceased
operations Dec. 31 and all records were
merged into the new credit union. Glass
City Federal Credit Union opened for
business in Shatz el Hall Jan. 4.
.. Preliminary work began earlier to set
up members· savings and loan accounts
in advance and the credit union office in
Shatzel Hall will continue to operate with
Carlene Creps still managing the office,··
he said.
However. Hunter said the new credit
union will extend its hours to make the
office more accessible to its members.
Once the new staff is fully trained, office
hours will be from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
daily. These new hours should be
effective in approximately two weeks.
'"We want to make the Shatzel Hall
office as fuU-service as possible, but due
to its size, location and lay-out we will not
establish a ful! cash operation at this
time:· Hunter said. ··we are studying the
situation and hope to work out a solution
to th is problem soon."
However. Hunter said members may

visit the branch office on Haskins Road to
make cash deposits. cash withdrawals.
etc ··No longer will it be necessary for
you to get a check and tnen take it to a
bank to get cash." Hunter said. "We hope
to keep you out of !he banks as much as
possible"
Glass City Federal Cred•t Union is a
full-service financial institution that
specializes in indi·1idual attention to
member needs. Services availab!e
include: a full range of savings and
investment programs. from ··passbook"
savings to money-market certificates.
CD's, IRA's, an Insured Money
Management Account and special
accounts such as Christmas Clubs,
Vacation Clubs, and escrows. In addition,
it also offers checking accounts with no
monthly service charge. no minimum
balance. and which earn interest; the
PACE/24 and Money Station ATM
Networks which haYe more than 2.000
locations throughout Ohio; a VISA card
with no annual fee, a low 15 percent
A.P .R. interest rate, and a line-of-credit
up to $5,000; all types of loans, from first
and second mortgages to Home Equity
and Home Improvement loans.
automobiles, boats, RV"s signature loans.
etc ..
Hunter said that credit union
membership is open to all employees of
the University and their families. For
further information, call or stop by the
Shatzel Halt office or the branch office at
725 Haskins Road.

Deadline set to submit proposals
Faculty members are reminded that
Monday. Feb. 1 is the deadline for
submission of proposals for faculty
development grants. These grants are
given in amounts above S250 for
developmental projects that meet the

guidelines of the Faculty Development
Committee.
Guidelines and appfication procedures
are a\tailable in each academic department
office or from the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs.

Ecfieann Blesbroek-Oldham, continuing
education. won an award of merit in the annual
C!"YStal Awards sponsored by the Toledo

chapter of Women in Communications Inc. The
award was in the category of special purpose
publication for a brochure promoting the evening
credit program. The brochure was designed by
Cheryl Takata and written by Linda Swaisgood.
both of public relations.
WBGU-TV's NEWS SIX production was
featured in the article. '"Going the Distance:
local Journalism '87"' in the Nov. 16 issue
of Broadcasting, a national trade publication.
Some 50 books and pamphlets were
contributed to the Popular Culture Libraly by the
national and state offices of the Direccion
General de Culturas Populares in Mexico when
Ray Browne, popular culture. spent tNo weeks
visiting the offices on a Fulbright lectureship.
The Spanish-language popular culture matenal
will facili1ate the efforts of the popular culture
department to internationalize its offerings.
Browne said.
DaYid C. Skaggs, history. has been elected a
member of the International Institute for Strategic
Studies. He is one of ooly eight members of the

Drugs pose the most serious !hrea! lo
children today. according to W1ll•a"Tl J.
Bennett, IJ S Secretary o! Ed,..:cat:on In
the press. Benne!! has elaborated tnat
schools ha·1e a speci<:l obL'Jat1on •o nelp
s:::,I 1e the nation s drug probiern H<:
suggests they accomp!1sh this '.hrcug•c
ed'Jca!ion o! scr.ool personnel w.tr tna' ;,.,
mind. the De::a~:r·.en! of Educa!:or1 c~e<;!ed
the Drug-Free Sc:hoois ar.c: Commun:!ies
Program
Tr:e April 23 1 987. issue o! t:-ii: Fedr:ra:
Register invited colleges and uru 1t-~s1!:es tc
apply for grants under tha! progra'n
Recognizing the need 1n Wood Countis
50 elementary ana secondar1 sc100:
buildings, Dr. Molly Laflin. health
education, applied for and won a
Sl 25,801 grant. One hundred twenty-six
universities throughout the country appl•ed
for the grant. 4 1 received funding and the
University"s grant ranked 12th.
.. The grant comes at such a good time
because ii will build on the strong base
Wood County has already established."
Laflin said.
Using the funds to create a
comprehensive Wood County Schools
Without Drugs program for the training of
300 school personnel, Laflin, the
program's project director, said the grant
will accomplish three objectives.
The first objective involves continuing the
already existing Project Charlie which has
the goal of certifying 1 50 Wood County
kindergarten through sixth-grade school
personnel. Taught as one-hour weekly
sett-awareness courses. Project Charlie
provides children with decision making
skills, enables them to form lasting
friendships and focuses on personal
health. Project coordinators hope these
skills will enable children to say no to
drugs.
Forty percent of Wood County's
kindergarten through sixth-grade teachers
already use Project Charlie as the project
was designed in 1977. Through the eight
workshops scheduled under the grant,
another 20 percent will gain certification.
As an impetus to participate, teachers will
receive one hour of University credit for
successfully completing the workshops_
The second objective recognizes that
others besides teachers need to know how
to prevent drug and alcohol abuse. By
developing and implementing a 25-hour
Dealing with Drugs in the Schools program,
Laflin hopes to achieve that objective.
Parents, community members and
teachers who participate in that dimension
of the program wiD all discover how to
intervene or prevent students from using or
peddling drugs. After completing the
two-day, Friday-Saturday workshop,
participants wiD have three weeks to
formulate a drug-free school contract and
action plan.
Periodic meetings, me<fia coverage and
:rie establishment of local action
: ::n:n;ttees should enable community
~s:nbers to stay current after they have
::'.7'.::le!ed the 25-hour workshop. Parents
~· '~ri or and senior high students can
::e:oT>e involved by risting themselves in
:-e PARTY directory. That publication

contains the names of !hose willing to
chaperone school events and drug-free
parties 1n the:r h0rr.es
The tr.:rd ObJect: Je has a1~ea".J1 b&:;<::n met
l! :n 101,;ed f')rming a $C~!'JOls-·:,·1tn-:u~·dru~s
cu11mun !/ <ict10!1 t.o<:~1 Un1er L<ifl.:·-. s
direc.tan. the b08:!'d r"'."lee~~ e·;f?rJ th~Ee

rr.-::ntt1s
'lJ1~ri

such an

onr.: m;gh!

era.~Y)r2tt:; p~vgra;r: pl~n;;t:=~.:

''~nae:-

h0·N se·,,-ere tne drug

prJo!em is :r 'llr:.od C0un!y s::r1Qols A
1 934 sur·.-r.:1 qt...~ried fifth through 1 2tr.

gracers e:n".J snc.wed tr.at drug and alc0r:s:
aous~ .'.!m'J~g \~oad Ca~r.!y students
nearl1 eq'Jalt:C tne r:ation·11;ae.::: 1erage.
<iccord.r.g to ~fl,n At that time. 92 percent
of high school seni0rs had trieo alcohol
once wr·i!e 70 percent had used it in the
past month
Where Vlood County s'.at:stics differed
from the national average were the age at
which students began experimenting with
drugs. ··wood County students tried
alcohol at an earlier age than the national
average, .. Laflin said, "with more students
using it before starting 1 0th grade_"
Uniquely qualified to imp:ement this
18-month program. Laflin has a 1 0-year
background in teaching and researching
drug education and prevention. From her
work at universities in Oklahoma, Maryland
and Kansas, she has observed the drug
problem as it affects students nationwide.
The project staff to assist Laflin includes
Dr. David Weis, home economics, and
Susan lrmen. a chemical dependency
consultant for Wood County schools. Weis
wiH design evaluation instruments to
measure the effect of the program on
teachers and students.
lrmen will co-develop and co-teach the
workshops and help Laflin gather
communication feedback. As the only
trained facilitator of Project Charlie in the
local area and the first on-site drug abuse
specialist in 1984, lrmen has spent seven
years training Bowling Green teachers to
use Project Charlie. Laflin cites lrmen's
work as a contributor to the University's
receipt of the grant. ·· 1think that may have
been a strong point of our grant, building on
an already existing program," Laflin said.
Before the program begins in January
1988, Weis wiU administer a pre-test to
school personnel. This survey will assess
pre-program attitudes of existing drug and
alcohol problem. After the program ends in
June 1989, Weis wiH replicate the 1984
survey to measure changes in student
attitudes and drug use. He wiD also query
the teachers about their use of Project
Charfie in classrooms.
After the grant expires, the University
plans to continue the workshops beyond
Wood County. Laflin wiD also report the
results of the program by publishing
articles in professional health journals and
speaking at educational conferences.
Because of the comprehensive yet
flexible nature of the program, Laflin hopes
to see it serve as a model program for use
by other schools nationwide. ·we hope
these programs will make the schools
places where learning can occur ... Laflin
said. ""This is not just a one shot deal."

-Beth Sondgeroth

Note University's weather policy

institute from Ohio.
Jaak Panksaep, psychology. was presented
an award by the Toledo Society for Autistic
Children in recognition of his ""outstanding
service to those who have autism."" The
presentation was made at their amual awards
banquet Dec. 1 0.

Hany W. Hoemann, psychology. nas been
appointed to the Research and Development
Committee of the Registry of Interpreters of the
Deaf to screen research proposals involving the
cooperation ol the Registry and to promote
research on interpreting for the deaf.
Frances Burnett, performance studies. was
invited to JUdge the Young Musicians Solo Piano
Performance Competition at Kent State
University on Dec. 5.
Mark Kelly, director of bands, was guest
conductor of the Sandusky County Honors Band
in Fremont Dec. 6. He also participated in a
conducting clinic. ""Conducting: Balance.
Intonation and Precis.~'" dunng the Mid-West
National Band Clinic in Chicago. Dec. 19. He w.;J
be hasting tile eo:1ege Band Directors National
AssociatiorvNat10nal Band Association Joint
Convention to be held at the University Feb.
25-27.

Grant promotes drug awareness

Charles E. (Chuck} Perry, (left} president and chief executive officer of the
Houston-based Friedkin Companies, has been named the University's Centennial
Alumnus by the National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant CoOeges. He
was fonnally recognized during the December Board of Trustees meeting and was
presented a medallion by President Olscamp. From the 1. 200 nominees, Perry was
one of 125 persons chosen to receive the award. He is an alumni of the University
having earned two bachelor's degrees with honors from Bowling Green in 1958 and
1959.

Fac:ulty and staff are reminded that the
::e:::ision to cancel classes in the event of
severe weather rests with the University's
:e:itral administration.
.:..ny decision to cancel classes will be
co-n:nunicated to faculty. staff and
s:udents by the Office of Public Relations.
,,nich will notify Fact Line (372-2445).
WBGU-FM (88. 1 ), WFAL·AM (680).
WFOB, WOHO, WSPD. WCWA.
WLOR-FM, WRON-FM. WFIN and WGTE.
Also, WBGU-TV (Channel 27) and the
three Toledo television stations. channels
11 , 13 and 24 will be notified.
Every effort will be made to notify these
media by 7 a.m. the day of any
cancellation. If a later storm necessitates
the cancellation of afternoon or evening
classes. the public relations office will
notify the above-named media as soon as
possible and before 5 p.m.
Though classes may be canceDed, all
University employees are expected to
report to their job assignments unless a
specific announcement canceDing work
schedules is made.
Also, employees should not be confused
by media reports of the University
'"closing." Broadcasts often report

(

··Bowling Green is closed.·· rather than
correctly stating ··classes are cancelled a!
Bowfing Green ...
The University closes only in times of
state emergency. If an emergency is
declared necessitating a closing of the
entire University. only essential employees
are expected to report to or remain at their
jobs. Classified employees. specifically
advised in advance or called in specifically
for the emergency. will be paid at the rate
of two-and-one-half times the normal rate of
pay for all hours worked during the
declared emergency period.
Questions relating to a radio or television
announcement concerning cancellations or
closings can be clarified by calfing the
campus operator (372-2531 ).
Commuter students who may be affected
by severe weather should check with the
State Highway Patrol to determine if
hazardous driving conditions exist.
If travel is not advised, students who
must commute to Bowling Green wiD be
excused from classes without penalty.
Upon return to each affected class. the
student should inform the facu~· member
of his or her inabitity to travel due to
hazardous driving conditions.

Publications continued
lolldlael PNllOCI and Glenn Stoops, both
market.lg. ""Retail Salu'alion Model for the
Microcomputer... n Proceedings ot the 19s1
American Markeling Associa'ion Microcomputer
W°"'5hop.

Mohammad o.cffu, computer science.
'"Power Series Solution to a Simple Pendulum
with Oscilating Support, .. in SIAM J. Appied
Math.Vol. 47, No. 4, August 1987; also.
'"tnnan StandNd Code for Information
Interchange, .. n J. Ccmputer Sta>da"ds and
Interfaces.

Sangjln Yoo, accounting and management
information systems. with Sang Lee of the
University of Nebraska, '"Management Style and
Practice of Korean Chaebols."' in California
Management Review.

I.any R. Smith, F"orelands English and
tunaiities. two prose poems, '"Across the
Bridge."" and ·"The Story of Washing Dishes.""
in Epiphanies: The Prose Poem Now,
COOlberla!ld Books. 1987; also. edited and
introduced Best Ohio Fiction wi1h Laura Smith.
under a grant from the Ohio Arts Cot.ncil. The
story collection includes stories by Phiip F.
O'Connor. creative writing, and John O'Connor.

Pinter Pinto, management, with Vnce Mabert
of Indiana University, ""Production Batches in a
Repetitive Flexible Assembly System, .. in
Production and Inventory Management.
llllchael Rastatter. communication disorders,
'"Vocal Reaction Tmes of Stuttering Subjects to
Tac:Rstoscopical Presented Concrete and
Abstract Words: A Closer Look at Cerebral
Domil IBI ICe and language Processing ... in
JoumaJ of Speech and Hearing Research, Vol.
30. 1987.

Susan Petroshlus, market.lg. ""The Marl<emg
Research Prio ICiples Cowse: An Altemalive
Approach to the Client -Sponsored Project ... in
Developments in Mirie/ing Science.

s. Sakthlvel, accooomg and management
inlonnation 5e1Vices. ""Knowiedge Based
Support for System Vef'ificalion Dlri\g
Requirement MaJysis."" in Proceedings of the
Association tor Ccmputng Machinery

Carol E. Aldridge, art. '"An lntefView With Pat
OleszJlo... in Alt and Cinema

Conference.

Kyoo Kim, economics. ""Chap18' 16 Strategic
knplication of TrSlSllational Production Sharing
for the United States: An Empirical Study of the
"Newly lnduslriaized Comtries' of Asia'" n
International Management.

Pq>ulalion and Society Research Cen18',
co-authored '"Issues in Applied IJemo{Taphy• ••
Proceedings of the 1986 National Conference.
1987.

Ridlvd E. ...._, '"Grief, .. in Zone 3, Wnter
1987; also, '"Divining, .. and '"Shadows."' entered
in Black River ~wannual literary contest.
One won second prize and the othef' an
ho1101able mention: also. '"While You Packed,"" in
TheChrlstianScienceMcntor,Sept. 7, 1987;
also an article on Atrie Dilard in The JoumaJ of
EllOlutionaf}'Psychology, Fal 1987; also, a
book review on Robert Bly, by Richard P. Sugg,
in North Atlantic Review, Fal 198 7.
Wei Shih, BPl>ied statistics and operations
research. ··Modified Stepping-Stone Method as
a Teaching Aid for C<!pacitaled Transportation
Problems ..• in Decision Sciences.

Sangjln Yoo, accounting and management
infonnation systems, with Sang Lee, ..JIT
Production Can Rehabiitale Productivity in the
United States." in lntemaOOnaJJoumalof
Malagement.

Christophe1 llruk, F"•elands psychology,
1he Social Psychology of Computer Literacy
and Computerization, .. as a chapter in Social
Science and Computers. Spring 1988.
Frances PoYslc, library and learning
resol6ces. ""Slovenian Books for Children,"" in
Bookist. October 1987.

David A. Sinnson and J«ry W. Wiclts,

llWtha Rogers, mar1<emg. co-authored ··up
in Smoke: Fdly Years of Cigarette Advertising in
America,.. n Marke/ing in Three Eras.
Proceedngs ot the History of Marlceting
Conference, October 1987.
SriniYH R. Melkote, radio-TV·fim,

"Commurication Can Reduce Status Gaps in

Commes:·

in Media Development.
Vol. 34. 198 7; also, •. Biases n Development
Support Commtncalion: Revealing the
Comprehension Gap," in Gazette, Vol. 40,
1987.

Delielopiig

Albert C. Jur111111s, educational administration

and supervision. '"When the Words Come Back
to Haunt Defamation and the School
Administrator,'" in American Secondary
Education, Vol. 16, No. 2, 1987.

Robert B- Cooter, educational curriculum and
instruction and director of the Reading Center,
colaborated wi1h E. Sutton Flynt, Pitlsbu"gh
State University on .. A Survey of Reading Clinic
Diagnostic Reports: Coo-en! Trends and
Practices."" in Journal of Clinical Reading:
Research and Programs. Cooter also
collaboraled with D. Ray Reutzel, Brigham
Yoi.ig University. in writing ""Teaching Reading
Skils for Mastery," which was pubished in
Academic Therapy, November issue.

BarUer Brennan, legal studies, .,.he BusineSS
Judgment Rule in Evolution: Boards of Director.>
Under F"ore.·· in North Atlantic Regional 8usineSS
Law Review.
Marti Bennion, marXeling, ""Creating Channel
Dependence Through the Use of Mininun Order
Quantities.·· in International Journal of Physical
OislTibution and Materials Management.
Rex Klopfenstein, Jc., technology,
··Computered-Modeled Fimace for Process
Control Algoritlvn Expermentalion, .. in JoumaJ ot
Industrial Tecl'•IO/ogy, Summer 1987.
ll. Nell Browne, economics. co-authored with
JamH L Utwln, institutional studies, ""Critical
Think.ng in the SOciology Classcoom: Facilitating
Movement from Vague Objective to Explicit
Achievement," n Teaching Sociolgy, October
1987.
Michael Rutatter, Roger Colcold,
COllVllUlicalio disorders, and Catherine Loren
of the UIWefsity of Houston, ''VtSUBI Coding
Strategies and Hemisphere Dominance
Characteristics of Stutterers, .. in the Journal of
FluencyDisorders, 12, 1987.

Bernard Stemsher, history, "The HardinV and
Bricker RevolutionS: Party Systems and Voter
Behavior in Northwest 000. 1860-1982," in
Norlhwest Ohio Quarterly, Smvner 1987.
Dean A. Purdy, student affairs research and
evaluation, ··Autumn's Saturday Ritual: Elements

of Children's Participation in Youth League
Footbal,'' n Journal of Popular Culture, Spring
1987.
Thomas s. Edwards. doctoral candidate n
in a Strange Land:
The Frontier Letters of John and Anna Graves.''
n The Hayes Historical Journal. Sunvner 1987.
American Wlure,

··strangers

Faculty/Staff
Recognitions
Leslie J. Chamberlin, professor emeritus of
education. has been invited to chair an
ntemational meeting of editor.> of Educational
Management Journals to take place in Milano,
l1aly Jine 3-4. The conference title wil be "The
Educational Management Journals: Cooperation
in Dissemination.~ Also, he recently participated
in a National Cooicuklln Study Institute Program
al Atlanta. Ga. entitled "How Effective
Instructional Leaders Get Results.··
Robert Thayer, musical ar1S. has been elected
chairman of the Commission on
Non-Degree-Granting Institutions of the National
Association of Schools of Music. He wiB serve a

three-year term. As commission chairman. he
alsc will serve on the association's board of
directors.
Ray Browne, popular culture. was nominated
and will have a biographical sketch appear in
Who's Who in America. 45th edition.

Joan M.. Repp, access services. library and
learning resources. was awarded the Frank B.
Sessa Scholars.'1ip for Continuing Education by
the Beta Phi Mu International Library Science
Honor Society for 1987.
Burton Beerman, musical arts. pertormed with
the Composers Resources. Inc. of Atlanta during
National Arts Week, Nov. 15-22. While in
Atlanta. he also performed a rive. one hour ra<fJO
broadcast of his own works.

Betty nn der Smissen, health. physical
education and recreation, was selected by the
American Association of Expel iet 1tial Education
to receive the Kurt Hahn Award for conlJibutions
to the outdoor/advenlu"e/challel ige programs.
She is the first woman to receive the award,
which is named for the founder of Outward
Bouxf. The award was presented at the
association's national conference in Port
Townsend, Washington, where van der Smissen
presented the Kurt Hahn Lecture. Her talk was
entitled ""Celebrating Diversity... Nov. 14.
DaYid Drury, public relations and WBGU·TV,

Conservatory and perform concerts for the
Brussels Radio and Television Netwocks. After
doing work.shops for the local brass bands in
Brussels, he traveled to London for

developmental work on horns for Paxman of
Covent Garden. England. Upon returning to the
U.S.• he presented a workshop al Tennessee
Technical University. Dec. 4-6. Also, he
presented a iew.e recital in the O.M. T.A.
Conference held n Bowing Green. Nov. 6.
Ann Corrigan, Robert Spano and Pam Ryan.
al of musical arts. performed at the University cf
CR:inna1i College Conservatory of Music
Faculty Composers Concert, Nov. 10.
M.. Neil Browne, economiCS. was elected vice
president of the lntE:llectual Skils Development
Association; also, he presented with Stuart
Keeley, psychology, and Nancy Kubasel<, legal
studies, ""Developing Paper Assignments to
Promote lntelectual Skills, n and •. Assessment of
Critical Thinking Skills Using Essay Instruments"
al the Intellectual Skills Development
Conference. Kalamazoo, t.f."d'I .• Nov. 7.
·James Enns, who accepted a position in the
geology department las spring, is currently on
leave in Washington serving as a 1987-88
Congressional Science Fellow sponscred by the
Geological Society of Amenca. At the PhOenix
meeting, Evans presented a paper !ltted
-pa1eovegetalion study of an ancient.
rapidly·subSldirlQ. trop;cal to subtropical. aJlu.,.iaJ
basin."

Deb Heineman, Mancia! aid and student
employment. was elected as the Northwest
Regional Representative of the Ohio Association
of Student Financial Aid Administrators for the
1987-88 year.

served as master of ceremonies and moderator
for a Findlay Area Chamber of Commerce
seminar on media relations, Findlay, Oct 16.
Andreas Poulimenos, performance stu<fies.
played the part of MarceDow in the Toledo Opera
Association's production of Giacomo Puccini's
"'La Boheme."" Toledo. Oct 24.
Jack Santino and Ray Browne, both of
popular cclture, participated in a symposium on
"The Superhero in America.·· at the National
Museum of American History. Smithsonian
Institution, Oct. 31 -Nov. 1 . The symposium was
held in conjunction with lhe museum's current
exhibition "Superman: Many Lives. Many
Worlds."'

DaYid Elsass. educational ad."Tlinistration and
supervision. has been unanimously re-elected

Herbert Spencer, musical arts, went to
Brussels Nov. 11 to teach at the Royal

Ronllld Partin, education. has been appointed
coordinator of the newly-created Clearinghouse
on the TeactWlg of Psychological Consultation. a
service sponsored by the American Association
of Counselor Educators and Supervisors. Partin
wil coordinate a colection of course syllabi and
other teaching materials and resou"ces and
publish a catalog of avaiable items.

executive secretary of the Northwestern Ohio
Educational Research Council. He wil be
serving his second two-year term.

Betty Yllll de1 Smissen., HPER, has been
eiecled to the Board of Trustees of the National
Recreation and Park Association. She has also
been reappointed to the National Council on
Accreditation. a nine-member council whicf'I
evaluates and accredits university and college
recreation, leisure. and park resources curricula
Benjamin N. Muego, polrtlcal science at
Fa-elands. was recentty admrtted as a Felow of
the Inter-University Seminar on Armed Forces
and Society of the University of Chicago. The
Inter-University Seminar was founded in 1960
by Moms Janowitz. one of the wor1d"s leading
authorities on civil-military relations.

Robert Holmes, legal studies. was nominated
and is a subject of biographical record in Who ·s
IWlo in Amencan Law. Fifth Edition.
Barbara Lockard-Zimmerman, performance
studieS, was elected vice-president of
conventions of the National Opera Association
during its 33rd annual convention held in
November in Orlando, Fla. During the
conference she appeared on a panel and was in
charge of the 8th Annual NOA competition. She
alSc spoke on the panei ··opera for Youth'" en
:he topic of-lncorporatmg Opera in tile
Curriculum of Grades 1-12. ··In addil!on. she is a
member of the board cf Opera for You:h.

Margaret lshler, education. is one of 1 00
educators appointed to the Board of Examiners
of the National Council for Accreditation of
Teachef Education. She recently completed a
three-year term as chair of ATE's National Task
Force on the Induction Year and she is a past
president of the Ohio Association of Teacher
Education and from 1981-1 987 served as
executive secretary of both the QATE and the
Ohio Association of Colleges of Teacher
Education.

William Rock, history. chaired a session on
'"British Foreign Policy Before and After World

War I." commented on two papers on recent
Bntish elections at the Western Conference on
British Studies. Lincoln. Nebraska, Oct 30-31 .
In addition. he was named program chair of the
October 1988 Western Conference on British
Studies to be held in New Orleans.
Adelia Peters, education, has been selected
by the North American Association for
Environmental Education at its 1987-88
Continental Lecuer for the Environmental
StUlies Section. She will travel to coleges and
universities throughout North America to present
public lectures and classroom lectures. meet
with faculty and students. and in some cases
make supplemental presentations in area high
schools and for local environmental groups.
Denise M.. Trauth, radio-TV-film, has
completed a faculty intemsl'lip during spnng
semester of 1987 at the National Association of
Broadcasters (NAB) in Washington, D.C. She
;:>articipated in her intemsl'lip in the Research and
Planning Department of the NAB where she
conducted a study of current practices • • radio
sales.

The foUowing members of the geology
department participated in the 99th Annual
Meeting of the Geological Society of America
held in Phoenix, Az. .• Oct. 26·29: Joseph
Frizado, chaired a session of the International
Geological Correlation Program dealing with
computer applications and the chemistry of
igenous rockS; Charles Onasch presented a
paper on "'Microfractures and the deformational
history of a portion of the Appalachian Great
Valley;" Jay Parrish presented a paper.
CO-<!ulhored v.1th graduate student Martin
Cohen. '"Geophysical, biogeochemical. and
remote sensing study of an archaeological site.
Va:ley Forge National Historic Site. Valley Forge.
Pennsylvania...

Paul Mabra, performance studies, appeared
as a violin soloist with the Sandusky Fne Arts
Orchestra in a performance of .. Autumn"" from
the "Four Seasons,'" Nov. 8.

Sally Kilmer, home economics. was selected
to serve as the child development specialist on
the development team for a new PBS science
program entitled 'Wee Wonders."

Bowling Green Credit Union now
Glass City Federal Credit Union
University employees who were
members of the Bowling Green Credit
Union automatically became members of
!he Glass City Federal Credi: Union Jan.
1 . A vo!e oy the Bowling Green Credit
Union membership in September
approved a proposal merging the credit
union with Glass City Federal Cred't
Union.
Larry N. Hunter. president and general
manager of Glass City Federal Credit
Union. localed in Toledo. said the
Bowling Green Credit Union ceased
operations Dec. 31 and all records were
merged into the new credit union. Glass
City Federal Credit Union opened for
business in Shatz el Hall Jan. 4.
.. Preliminary work began earlier to set
up members· savings and loan accounts
in advance and the credit union office in
Shatzel Hall will continue to operate with
Carlene Creps still managing the office,··
he said.
However. Hunter said the new credit
union will extend its hours to make the
office more accessible to its members.
Once the new staff is fully trained, office
hours will be from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
daily. These new hours should be
effective in approximately two weeks.
'"We want to make the Shatzel Hall
office as fuU-service as possible, but due
to its size, location and lay-out we will not
establish a ful! cash operation at this
time:· Hunter said. ··we are studying the
situation and hope to work out a solution
to th is problem soon."
However. Hunter said members may

visit the branch office on Haskins Road to
make cash deposits. cash withdrawals.
etc ··No longer will it be necessary for
you to get a check and tnen take it to a
bank to get cash." Hunter said. "We hope
to keep you out of !he banks as much as
possible"
Glass City Federal Cred•t Union is a
full-service financial institution that
specializes in indi·1idual attention to
member needs. Services availab!e
include: a full range of savings and
investment programs. from ··passbook"
savings to money-market certificates.
CD's, IRA's, an Insured Money
Management Account and special
accounts such as Christmas Clubs,
Vacation Clubs, and escrows. In addition,
it also offers checking accounts with no
monthly service charge. no minimum
balance. and which earn interest; the
PACE/24 and Money Station ATM
Networks which haYe more than 2.000
locations throughout Ohio; a VISA card
with no annual fee, a low 15 percent
A.P .R. interest rate, and a line-of-credit
up to $5,000; all types of loans, from first
and second mortgages to Home Equity
and Home Improvement loans.
automobiles, boats, RV"s signature loans.
etc ..
Hunter said that credit union
membership is open to all employees of
the University and their families. For
further information, call or stop by the
Shatzel Halt office or the branch office at
725 Haskins Road.

Deadline set to submit proposals
Faculty members are reminded that
Monday. Feb. 1 is the deadline for
submission of proposals for faculty
development grants. These grants are
given in amounts above S250 for
developmental projects that meet the

guidelines of the Faculty Development
Committee.
Guidelines and appfication procedures
are a\tailable in each academic department
office or from the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs.

Ecfieann Blesbroek-Oldham, continuing
education. won an award of merit in the annual
C!"YStal Awards sponsored by the Toledo

chapter of Women in Communications Inc. The
award was in the category of special purpose
publication for a brochure promoting the evening
credit program. The brochure was designed by
Cheryl Takata and written by Linda Swaisgood.
both of public relations.
WBGU-TV's NEWS SIX production was
featured in the article. '"Going the Distance:
local Journalism '87"' in the Nov. 16 issue
of Broadcasting, a national trade publication.
Some 50 books and pamphlets were
contributed to the Popular Culture Libraly by the
national and state offices of the Direccion
General de Culturas Populares in Mexico when
Ray Browne, popular culture. spent tNo weeks
visiting the offices on a Fulbright lectureship.
The Spanish-language popular culture matenal
will facili1ate the efforts of the popular culture
department to internationalize its offerings.
Browne said.
DaYid C. Skaggs, history. has been elected a
member of the International Institute for Strategic
Studies. He is one of ooly eight members of the

Drugs pose the most serious !hrea! lo
children today. according to W1ll•a"Tl J.
Bennett, IJ S Secretary o! Ed,..:cat:on In
the press. Benne!! has elaborated tnat
schools ha·1e a speci<:l obL'Jat1on •o nelp
s:::,I 1e the nation s drug probiern H<:
suggests they accomp!1sh this '.hrcug•c
ed'Jca!ion o! scr.ool personnel w.tr tna' ;,.,
mind. the De::a~:r·.en! of Educa!:or1 c~e<;!ed
the Drug-Free Sc:hoois ar.c: Commun:!ies
Program
Tr:e April 23 1 987. issue o! t:-ii: Fedr:ra:
Register invited colleges and uru 1t-~s1!:es tc
apply for grants under tha! progra'n
Recognizing the need 1n Wood Countis
50 elementary ana secondar1 sc100:
buildings, Dr. Molly Laflin. health
education, applied for and won a
Sl 25,801 grant. One hundred twenty-six
universities throughout the country appl•ed
for the grant. 4 1 received funding and the
University"s grant ranked 12th.
.. The grant comes at such a good time
because ii will build on the strong base
Wood County has already established."
Laflin said.
Using the funds to create a
comprehensive Wood County Schools
Without Drugs program for the training of
300 school personnel, Laflin, the
program's project director, said the grant
will accomplish three objectives.
The first objective involves continuing the
already existing Project Charlie which has
the goal of certifying 1 50 Wood County
kindergarten through sixth-grade school
personnel. Taught as one-hour weekly
sett-awareness courses. Project Charlie
provides children with decision making
skills, enables them to form lasting
friendships and focuses on personal
health. Project coordinators hope these
skills will enable children to say no to
drugs.
Forty percent of Wood County's
kindergarten through sixth-grade teachers
already use Project Charlie as the project
was designed in 1977. Through the eight
workshops scheduled under the grant,
another 20 percent will gain certification.
As an impetus to participate, teachers will
receive one hour of University credit for
successfully completing the workshops_
The second objective recognizes that
others besides teachers need to know how
to prevent drug and alcohol abuse. By
developing and implementing a 25-hour
Dealing with Drugs in the Schools program,
Laflin hopes to achieve that objective.
Parents, community members and
teachers who participate in that dimension
of the program wiD all discover how to
intervene or prevent students from using or
peddling drugs. After completing the
two-day, Friday-Saturday workshop,
participants wiD have three weeks to
formulate a drug-free school contract and
action plan.
Periodic meetings, me<fia coverage and
:rie establishment of local action
: ::n:n;ttees should enable community
~s:nbers to stay current after they have
::'.7'.::le!ed the 25-hour workshop. Parents
~· '~ri or and senior high students can
::e:oT>e involved by risting themselves in
:-e PARTY directory. That publication

contains the names of !hose willing to
chaperone school events and drug-free
parties 1n the:r h0rr.es
The tr.:rd ObJect: Je has a1~ea".J1 b&:;<::n met
l! :n 101,;ed f')rming a $C~!'JOls-·:,·1tn-:u~·dru~s
cu11mun !/ <ict10!1 t.o<:~1 Un1er L<ifl.:·-. s
direc.tan. the b08:!'d r"'."lee~~ e·;f?rJ th~Ee

rr.-::ntt1s
'lJ1~ri

such an

onr.: m;gh!

era.~Y)r2tt:; p~vgra;r: pl~n;;t:=~.:

''~nae:-

h0·N se·,,-ere tne drug

prJo!em is :r 'llr:.od C0un!y s::r1Qols A
1 934 sur·.-r.:1 qt...~ried fifth through 1 2tr.

gracers e:n".J snc.wed tr.at drug and alc0r:s:
aous~ .'.!m'J~g \~oad Ca~r.!y students
nearl1 eq'Jalt:C tne r:ation·11;ae.::: 1erage.
<iccord.r.g to ~fl,n At that time. 92 percent
of high school seni0rs had trieo alcohol
once wr·i!e 70 percent had used it in the
past month
Where Vlood County s'.at:stics differed
from the national average were the age at
which students began experimenting with
drugs. ··wood County students tried
alcohol at an earlier age than the national
average, .. Laflin said, "with more students
using it before starting 1 0th grade_"
Uniquely qualified to imp:ement this
18-month program. Laflin has a 1 0-year
background in teaching and researching
drug education and prevention. From her
work at universities in Oklahoma, Maryland
and Kansas, she has observed the drug
problem as it affects students nationwide.
The project staff to assist Laflin includes
Dr. David Weis, home economics, and
Susan lrmen. a chemical dependency
consultant for Wood County schools. Weis
wiH design evaluation instruments to
measure the effect of the program on
teachers and students.
lrmen will co-develop and co-teach the
workshops and help Laflin gather
communication feedback. As the only
trained facilitator of Project Charlie in the
local area and the first on-site drug abuse
specialist in 1984, lrmen has spent seven
years training Bowling Green teachers to
use Project Charlie. Laflin cites lrmen's
work as a contributor to the University's
receipt of the grant. ·· 1think that may have
been a strong point of our grant, building on
an already existing program," Laflin said.
Before the program begins in January
1988, Weis wiU administer a pre-test to
school personnel. This survey will assess
pre-program attitudes of existing drug and
alcohol problem. After the program ends in
June 1989, Weis wiH replicate the 1984
survey to measure changes in student
attitudes and drug use. He wiD also query
the teachers about their use of Project
Charfie in classrooms.
After the grant expires, the University
plans to continue the workshops beyond
Wood County. Laflin wiD also report the
results of the program by publishing
articles in professional health journals and
speaking at educational conferences.
Because of the comprehensive yet
flexible nature of the program, Laflin hopes
to see it serve as a model program for use
by other schools nationwide. ·we hope
these programs will make the schools
places where learning can occur ... Laflin
said. ""This is not just a one shot deal."

-Beth Sondgeroth

Note University's weather policy

institute from Ohio.
Jaak Panksaep, psychology. was presented
an award by the Toledo Society for Autistic
Children in recognition of his ""outstanding
service to those who have autism."" The
presentation was made at their amual awards
banquet Dec. 1 0.

Hany W. Hoemann, psychology. nas been
appointed to the Research and Development
Committee of the Registry of Interpreters of the
Deaf to screen research proposals involving the
cooperation ol the Registry and to promote
research on interpreting for the deaf.
Frances Burnett, performance studies. was
invited to JUdge the Young Musicians Solo Piano
Performance Competition at Kent State
University on Dec. 5.
Mark Kelly, director of bands, was guest
conductor of the Sandusky County Honors Band
in Fremont Dec. 6. He also participated in a
conducting clinic. ""Conducting: Balance.
Intonation and Precis.~'" dunng the Mid-West
National Band Clinic in Chicago. Dec. 19. He w.;J
be hasting tile eo:1ege Band Directors National
AssociatiorvNat10nal Band Association Joint
Convention to be held at the University Feb.
25-27.

Grant promotes drug awareness

Charles E. (Chuck} Perry, (left} president and chief executive officer of the
Houston-based Friedkin Companies, has been named the University's Centennial
Alumnus by the National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant CoOeges. He
was fonnally recognized during the December Board of Trustees meeting and was
presented a medallion by President Olscamp. From the 1. 200 nominees, Perry was
one of 125 persons chosen to receive the award. He is an alumni of the University
having earned two bachelor's degrees with honors from Bowling Green in 1958 and
1959.

Fac:ulty and staff are reminded that the
::e:::ision to cancel classes in the event of
severe weather rests with the University's
:e:itral administration.
.:..ny decision to cancel classes will be
co-n:nunicated to faculty. staff and
s:udents by the Office of Public Relations.
,,nich will notify Fact Line (372-2445).
WBGU-FM (88. 1 ), WFAL·AM (680).
WFOB, WOHO, WSPD. WCWA.
WLOR-FM, WRON-FM. WFIN and WGTE.
Also, WBGU-TV (Channel 27) and the
three Toledo television stations. channels
11 , 13 and 24 will be notified.
Every effort will be made to notify these
media by 7 a.m. the day of any
cancellation. If a later storm necessitates
the cancellation of afternoon or evening
classes. the public relations office will
notify the above-named media as soon as
possible and before 5 p.m.
Though classes may be canceDed, all
University employees are expected to
report to their job assignments unless a
specific announcement canceDing work
schedules is made.
Also, employees should not be confused
by media reports of the University
'"closing." Broadcasts often report

(

··Bowling Green is closed.·· rather than
correctly stating ··classes are cancelled a!
Bowfing Green ...
The University closes only in times of
state emergency. If an emergency is
declared necessitating a closing of the
entire University. only essential employees
are expected to report to or remain at their
jobs. Classified employees. specifically
advised in advance or called in specifically
for the emergency. will be paid at the rate
of two-and-one-half times the normal rate of
pay for all hours worked during the
declared emergency period.
Questions relating to a radio or television
announcement concerning cancellations or
closings can be clarified by calfing the
campus operator (372-2531 ).
Commuter students who may be affected
by severe weather should check with the
State Highway Patrol to determine if
hazardous driving conditions exist.
If travel is not advised, students who
must commute to Bowling Green wiD be
excused from classes without penalty.
Upon return to each affected class. the
student should inform the facu~· member
of his or her inabitity to travel due to
hazardous driving conditions.

Martin Luther King holiday Jan .18
Monday, Jan. 18, is Martin Luther
King Day, a holiday for University
employees. Classes wiU not meet on
that day, and all University offices will be

closed.
Only those activities deemed
absolutely essential by area supervisors
should continue during the holiday
period.
President Olscamp has asked for
thoughtful observance of the King
holiday, and has issued the following
memorandum:

"The service of Martin Luther King in
the cause of equal rights for aU is a
milestone in the history of our country.
Perhaps no other American has done so
much for the cause of his people since
the Civil War, and yet his goals of justice
and liberty for all remain unfulfiDed 20
years after his death. It behooves all of
us to pause on Martin Luther King Day
and consider the legal, moral and human
relationships we have with members of
races and creeds different from our
own."
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A change to the Microcomputer Buying

Classified
Employment
Opportunities
The followWlg classified positions are available:
N-ncancles
Posting expiration date for employees to
apply: 4 p.m., Friday, Jan. 15. ( • indicates that
an employee from within the department Is
bidding and being considered for the
position.)
Account Clllf'k 2
1·15·1
PayRange26
University Bookstoce

1-15-2
and

1-15·3

Cashier I
PayRange3
Food Operations
Academic Year. part-time
(two positions)

1·15·4

1·15-5

"Clerical Specialist
PayRange25
Colege of Arts and Sciences
Clerical Specialist
PayRange25
Colege of Heallh and Human
Services
Permanent, part-tme

1-15-6

1-15-7

Clerk 2
PayRange3
Btnar's Office

Comput• Operator I
PayRange27
Computer Services

1·15-8

Food Senice lllanag• I
PayRange27
Food Operations

1•15-9

Library Assistant

PayRange4
Access SelVices-Ulrary

1-15-10

1-15-11

1-15-12

Another change which has occurred is
the availabity of individual purchases of a
Macintosh II and/or an Apple L..aserWriter
printer. The University does not service
either of these pieces of equipment
However, the eqt.ipment can now be
ordered through the University, with
service provided by a loc:al computer store.

For an Apple Macintosh purchase, the
buyer must be a fu&-time student, faculty,
or staff member, and must purchase the
system without intending to remari(et it.
IBM requires al individuals to be faculty,
staff, ora student in good standing with the
Univefsity. An IBM purchase cannot be
remar1teted for at lease one year after
1Uchase date.
DepMment orders and procedures are
not affected in any way.

Materials due back
Al University pab 01 is with faculty or
end-of-term privileges are reminded that
library books that were due Dec. 18 are
now past due. They must be retLnled or
renewed no later than Tuesday (Jan. 19). H
not cleared by that date, materials wil be
t*d to tusar accounts as lost items.
Materials can be renewed by telephone,
by ist or in person at the approp iate
library. For questions, cal Sherry Gray for
Jerome Library materials at 372-2051 or
Barbara Garay for Science Library materials
at 372-2591.

Stora Clert
PayRange3
food ()pei aliol IS
Acadeu ic year, Jul.time

1·15-13

The University is accepting MasterCard
and Visa as valid forms of payment for
Apple products. The handling charge has
increased from five percent to seven
percent to cover the credit card handling,
but a two percent cash discount is given to
anyone paying by cash or check.

Pill chasi Ill

PayRange26
Oepabneid ol Gemal, Russian
8lld East Asian l.Mlg&mges

Typist!
PayRange3
Phiosophy

numbers," McGeein said.
McGeein said he was pleased with
the anount of the recommendation for
the University. '"The funds are
appre>priated every two years and we've
done better and received more money

The weather outside might be frigid, but Joe Baker, biology greenhouseman, enjoys a
sman dose of tropical air each day as he tends to the exotic plants at the greenhouse
near the Technology Building.

Obituary
Eugene Lukacs
Eugene Lukacs, a former professor of
mathematics and statistics and the first
faculty member to be named Distinguished
University Professor at Bowling Green,
died Dec. 21 in Washington, D.C. He was
81.
Born in Hungaiy and raised in Vienna,
Lukacs studied at the University and the
Institute of Technology in Vienna and
graduated in 1930 with a doctorate degree
in mathematics. He emigrated to the United
States in 1939 and taught at a number of
schools until his retirement in 1972 from
the Catholic University of America in
Washington, o.c. where he served as the
director of the statistical laboratory.
He then moved to Bowling Green where
he taught at the University and was named
Distinguished University Professor in
1973. He remained on the faculty l..lltil
1975.
Lukacs was well-known for his
contrilutions in statistics through his

The folowing taaAty positiolis are 1n1aiable:
.
AccountlnglMS: AssistllntlaSS' • ;a1e professor. Contact Thomas G. Evans (2·2767). Deaillne.

~Statistics and Operalian• R•• 1rch: Assislant professor (B11ticipated). Contact James A.
Deldne: Feb. 1.

.

CWlc:ation QiMI cllrs: ~ protessor-depertl1M!ld chlir. Contact Larry Smal
(2-7182). Oeadlne: Feb. 1.
s Al-Amiri
MaUwwwliesand St.usllcs: Pustch lliallec:Uer(a•••:c••edJ. Contact Hassoon .
(2-7455). Oeadlne: Msch 1.
. .
.
. .
. .
Contact the
Psycbalogy. PoslOOr.:bal felow 111 industrial-org1111izatio11al psychology C~1-0 posY. •douil Search Couanittee. Depa bnent of Psydlology (2·2~1 ). _Deadht: Msch 15.
School ol llaa Canawnication: Direc:tcr. Schoal of Mass Comnuiica!ion. Contact Ray
l.aakmiemi (2-2078). Deallne: Feb. 1.
The folowing &t\1• isaalive positiol is are 1n1ailatlle:
E aP1tcAssislllntdiredorofgenenilstudies. Wl'iting(anfi
Contact l..esterE. a.tier
(2-7543). 0-.18: Feb. 15.
. D 7 Jf!•1nt A11' lrlldndcrof Devel:pmenl·Alumni Funds. ContaclAnnmlrle Heldt

•••ed).

Monday, Jan. 11
GnldUlte Student Art Show, through Jan. 22
ri lhe F111e Arts Gaiety. Gaiety ttotn are 9
am.-4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday and 2·5
p.m. Smdays. Free. The gallery wil be closed

Jan. 18.
Deslrtnp Publishing Course, 7:30-9 p.m ..
For :nore information, cal Continuing Education

at372-8181. Registration requio'ed.

w

2

Jiil. 25.

For sale
Computer Services has for sale to
departments an Apple II , 64K memory, 80
coUlln card, monitor and Apple DOS 3.3
at $200 each. For additional information,
cal Charles Schik at 372-2911.

The Social Philosophy and Policy Center

has for sale a CPT 851 0 (dedicated word
processor) with a dual bin sheet feeder,
printer and accoustical hood for $1,500
(negotiable). Hinterested, cal John Ahrens
at 372-2536.

Tuesday,Jan.12
"lllDllalkig the llatiwalllrs," prasented by
Jahn Savage, Savage and Associates, noon.
AUmi Room. Univerllity Union. Sponsored by
the PtilSOlaltll Welfare ComnWaee. Lunches
11\Jailable. Make reservations by c:aling

372-2558.

Ylednesday,Jan.13
Women's BaslletblR, BGSU \'3_ lf,1a:ni. 5:30
Ar>derscn ~rena.
Men'~ Baslcettlatt, SGSU vs M'.a.T.i, 8 ~-,.,, ,
Ander9on Arena
;i.":'I .

in the past six years than we did in the
previous six, .. he said.
Leading the list in appropriations and
improvements is a $9 million addition for
the Fine Arts Building. McGeein said
61 ,000 gross square feet wiD be added
to the present building and construction is
expected to begin no later than spring
1990. "The key to the project will be
designing it so that the new section of the
buiklng blends in," he said.

Other rna;or capital improvement
projects include $340,000 to renovate
the former BG News and journalism

offices in University Hal for Continuing
Edi ication. The Conmuing Education
offices are expected to move out of
McFal Center by late 1989 or early
1990. McGeein said the senior support
staffs of the vice presidents of planning
and budgeting, academic affairs and
operations wil move to McFal Center.
Approximately $1.2 million was
appropriated for asbestos removal from
University buildings. No particular
buildings were specified for asbestos
removal, but McGeein said the work
would be done on buildings undergoing

Friday, Jan. 15

Chcluate Art sa- Reception, includi1g ...
awards p s c llation, 7 :30-9:30 p.m., F111e Arts
Galery. The pOOic is invited attend.
Hoc:teJ, BGSU vs. Miarh, 7:30 p.m., Ice

'°

Arena.
Young Concert Artists Series, featumg
ceAsl Marcy Rosen, 8 p.m., Bryan Recital Hal,
Moore Musical Arts Center. TICkets are $5 and
C9ll be reseM!d by c:aling 372-8171.

Bowlkig GrWI High Scflool Siring
Festini, KotJac:lrer Hal, Moore Musical Arts

Center. Formoreinf01111alioo1. cal372·2181.
SmaD ........ Sc-Series, -Mai Order
Mao11r~ldi19," 9a.m.-3 p.m., Taft Room.
UrWersity l.Jnicn. To register, cal 372-8181.

Fee.
Hadley, BGSU vs. Miarh, 7:30 p.m., Ice
Arena
CGncert, Alma Jean Smith. soprano, 8 p.m.,
Br;ai Recital Hal, Moore Musical Ms Cen!er.

Monday, Jan.18
".artin Luther !ting Holiday.~,:::.;~;;;;
and l.Wwerlily offices are closed.

renovations and repairs.

Other major projects include:
$625,000 for plant
renovations:S220,000 for compact
shelving in the Jerome Library:
$225.000 for renovations in the
bursar's office: $235,000 for projects
in the biological sciences laboratories:
and $345,000 for roof replacements.
At Fll'elands CoUege, $62,000 will be
appropriated for instructional
equipment: $22.600 for data
processing equipment; and $94.000
for basic renovations.

12, 000 friends
help telefund
to be a success
More than 12,000 "'friends" of the
University pledged to support a variety of
scholarships and other programs during
annual fal telefunds on campus.
In total, 12,348 individuals pledged
$295, 180 during the telefunds, which
extended over 40 nights during faU
semester. The telefunds are conducted by
the Office of Development with the aid of
student employees. This faB 128 students
assisted in the effort.
The major fund enhanced through faB
telefunds was the Alumni Annual Fund,
Which supports scholarships, special
awards, departmental and research grants,
equipment purchases and activities of the
Alumni Association. Total pledges to the
Annual Fl..lld were $136,375. These gifts
came from more than 5,200 individuals.
Additional monies were raised for the
Parents Club. which this year is seeking to
fund a scholarship locating service to
benefit University students. Parents
pledged $83,546 during the telefunds, up
from $55,502 last year and $22,250 in
1985.
An adcitional $37,064 was pledged for
the Peregrine Society. which funds Alurmi
Book and Merit scholarships. Members of
the Peregrine Society are curent-year

Continued on PBQe 3

Bowing Green~ ErrW>ent Scholar has BTTived on canpus. Michael AJ. Rodgers, who wil be conducting his stucfes Bl the Center
for PhotochencaJ ScielJCeS, spent last week l.nPSCkitJO some of his BQUPnsnt. Some mataials wil remain in storage cntl
tenovalions are completed in his new labs. Rodgers Is joining the Univetsity sla/t from the Center for Fast Kinetics ResllBrch at
the University of Texas at Austh. He spa iplzes in laser flash pholDlysls.

McGraw resigns as dean of Firelands

Saturday, Jan. 16

(2·2558). Dwline.Jml. 21.
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•
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0ea!.e~tiltt'9 ~Union f'lon-feod ~= Contaet Annmalie r.<:C.:J• · - - - .
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writing of five books and more than 1 00
articles. In addition to being elected fellow
of many professional societies, he was
elected to the membership of the Austrian
Academy of Sciences in 1973. He held a
wide range of visiting appointments abroad
and served as a delegate to the National
Research Council.

Date book
ClaA• resumelorspring--'-.

Faculty/staffpositions

~ (2·2363).

The Ohio Board of Regents has
reconvnended $14.3 million for capital
improvements for the University.
Robert McGeein, director of capital
planning, said the state legislature still
has to review the recommendations, but
he is fairly confident the funds will be
approved. "'Historically the legislators
have not changed the regents'

Macintosh or IBM microcomputer with
creat card financing.

P1Rhasing Agent 2
PayRange30
Secmary I

OBOR recommends $14 million in capital improvements

ildvidual JUchases. Eligible faculty, staff
and students can now JUchase an Apple

The IBM order procedure has changed
dramatically. As with Apple purchases,
MasterCard and Visa are accepted, along
with American Express, and eventually
IBM's own credit card, wiD also be
accepted. Because IBM orders are placed
directly with a new area within IBM, cash
can no longer be used for an IBM
1Uchase. A bank check or money order is
required if credit cards are not used.
Delivery can be expected in three to four
weeks for an IBM purchase with the new
procedures.

January 18, 1988

Fine Arts Building set for addition

New system for computer buys
Service just recently went into effect for

Bowling Green State University

Dr. William A. McGraw announced last
week that he wil resign as dean of
r1rela11ds Colege effective July 1.
McGraw, who has headed the Colege
for three years, said he plans to stay as a
U-time faculty member at Firelai ids and
teach COITil1UliCatio and theatre. In
adcitiOI 1 to being dean, he holds the rank
of professor of h00\31 lities at the Hiron
campus.
In a letter to Fl'elands faculty, McGraw

said he was wsmpiy putting on a new hat''
and looked forward to "returning to the
classroom with the confidence that I can
contribute to the academic life of the
colege just as constructively as I may
have as an aclmil listrator...
Dr. Eloise E. Clark. vice president for
academic affairs, said that a se.cti for a
Sliccessor to McGraw wil begin
inmeciately. She expects the PoSition wil
be filed by July 1 .
Clark said that McGraw "has made
signficaut contributions in such areas as
.amaun innovation, JUSUt of ways to
reach more l'IOll ab acltioi 181 students,
revision of the Firelands govemai ice

doctnlents, reorgailizatioo of the student
advising system and in streiigthetlilig
relationships with the Hiion comrmnty,
the Firelands Advisory Board and area
educational institutions...
Last spring, Bowing Green's Board of
Trustees, at a meeting on the Fl'elands
campus, praised McGraw for "the
exciting things that are happening at
Fl'elands."
Since coming to Ftrelands in 1985,
McGraw developed the colege's own
convnencement program instead of
having graduates travel to Bowing Green
for graduation exercises; introduced a
<istingUshed speakers' leclu'e series
that has brought people such as UPI
reporter Helen Thomas and columniSt
Flichal d Reeves to campus; and began a
basketbal program at the school.
He also created a OistingUshed
Teacher Awn and instituted release
time for faculty members so that they can
conduct research activities. Duing the
past three years the services of the
Leaming Achie"8mellt Center have
grown and an affiiation between the Fine.

Arts Chamber Orchestra and Firelands
Colege has been established. He also
has been instnmental in creating a
foir-year rusing program in cooperation
with the The Medical Colege of Ohio and
introducing televised ause offerings.
Prior to coming to Fl'elands, McGraw
was dean of fine and performing arts at
Yomgstown State University for 1 0
years. He has been in higheredlication
aclmil lisbation the past 21 years and
before that was a faculty member at the
Colege of Wooster, the University of
Oregon and the University of Michigail.
McGraw has spent most of his career in
fine arts administration and edl catioi 181
theatre. At Fl'elands he has taught a
coirse in the besic Pl i ICiples of acting
and has always had a fondness for the
stage where he has played many leading
roles. He has also cWected many
productions and coached such
wel known actors as David Ogden Stiers
who plays Major Winchester on M.A.S.H.
and Howard Hesseman from "WKRP in
Cincirn lati."

Celebration to
commemorate
King's life

i

i

The lfe of Dr. Mlwtin Luther Ki1g Jr.
wil be celeblaled in a special program
al 6:30 p.m., Tuesday (Jan. 19).
Caled MA Caleb Blioo1 of a KING," the
PIQ\11811, which is open to al, wil be in
Prout Chapel.
A C3ldlelight vigil wil precede the
ce lebralion and wil begin at 5:45 p.m.
al the University Union. Those taking
pst in the vigil will march to Prout
Chapel for the COlll'liemoraliYe
Pl'Q\li81L

Music wil be provided by the Gospel

au md the progi an wil include

student speakers who wil describe the
mea lilig of Kiig's lfe to them.
Speeches of the Civil rights leader, who
was kiled In 1968, wil be given as well
as some skits about Kiig.
Boriig Green Mayor~ taer' wil
p.umau Tuesday as a day of
cdebialia1 of Kiig's lfe.
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